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Spartan Pride!
New Hartford Spartans support their school at the Homecoming Parade and Pep Rally
Maggie Stephens, Staff Writer
Homecoming is a staple of high
school culture. The parade and pep rally
are arguably two of the most fun parts of
the experience, and this year’s was truly a
night remember.
First came the Homecoming parade.
Students from all grade levels marched
around with signs advertising their class, or
a certain club, team, or organization they
were a part of.
Afterwards, everyone took a seat in
the bleachers at the New Hartford High
School football field to hear the principal,
Mr. Benson, speak to the school. Then, the
choir sang the alma mater before the pie
in the face competitions began. Students
were asked to vote in the weeks leading up
to the pep rally on who should get the pie
in the face, a student or a teacher in a
pairing. Niko Policelli pied Mr. Romanow,
Steven Broccoli pied Ms. Noti, Corryn
Collins pied Mrs. Roth, Elisabeth Nole
pied Mrs. Zippin, Mr. Krol pied Sam
Mirachi, Mr. Williams pied Ella Fryman
and Mrs. Randall pied Amber Policelli.
Next, the Spartan cheerleaders performed

a routine for everyone, with a
little help from the senior Varsity
football players! It was definitely
a crowd favorite! The long
awaited crowning of the
homecoming court followed
afterwards. Just like with the pie
in the face competitions,
students from each grade were
asked to vote for their pick for
the court. Two sophomores were
voted for homecoming duke
and duchess, two juniors were
voted for homecoming prince
Students show their Spartan Pride during the New Hartford
and princess, and two seniors
Homecoming Parade! Photo by Ms. Sullivan.
were voted for homecoming
king and queen. They were
“It definitely inspired us because we
each given plastic crowns as a fun way to
were playing for more than just our team,”
commemorate the event.
said Bobby Nole, a player on the Varsity
Finally, everyone went to the lot
football team. “We were playing for all of
behind the school for a huge bonfire to
New Hartford as a whole. We wanted to
end the night. The bonfire was a fun way
do it for them because they’ve stuck with
to bring all the students together and
us through everything we’ve been through
support the school!
over the last few years.”
The entirety of the pep rally seemed
to do its job.
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NEWS
together to participate in a healthy, positive event while raising money for
several charities that are specifically chosen by the Kogut family.”
The AK5K, held at the SUNY POLY campus October 8th, is a
is
very special event for Ms. Zupan. To her the AK5K, “keeps Alex’s spirit
memory
alive and continues to help with the healing process. I love that every
Picture by Katelyn Valete
year so many former students return home to participate in the event.”
during the balloon ceremony.
She further states that she loves seeing the past students, and
knowing that “Alex is still very much apart of their lives. It
makes me feel good to know that Alex’s legacy lives on and
gives back so much to the community.”

The AK5K: 5 years later
Community still feels the loss, but
determined to keep Alex Kogut’s
alive, every step taken is a
step towards change
Fallon O’Toole, Staff Writer

	

Her favorite part of the AK5K is at the beginning
September 29th, 2012, is a day some will
before the race starts when all the balloons are released,
never forget, and others barely remember.
everyone is together and they are wearing their AK5K shirts,
However, everyone can remember the purple
celebrating Alex.
ribbons hugging the trees lining Oxford Road
On race day there were roughly 500 run/walkers including
on the days, weeks, months after that tragic
Ms. Kimberly Keiser, a member of the community, who ran
event, hung in memory of Alexandra, Alex,
the AK5K this year, stated it was actually her first year
Kogut--starting out as strong and bold ribbons,
participating. Although Ms. Keiser did not personally know
demanding the acknowledgment of the hideous
Alex Kogut, she came out, “To support a great cause for
crime that took place, but then slowly fading
putting an end to domestic violence.”
and wilting as the surrounding community truly
Ms. Keiser also spoke about how preventing domestic violence
feels the loss of one of their own.
is very close to her heart, and how excited she was for her first
Now, every year in memory of Alex the
AK5K. She plans on coming back every year to do the AK5K.
AK5K, a run/walk race, is done in honor of
	

Ms. DeAnna Stafford has volunteered every year for
Alex, to raise money for charities of the Kogut
the AK5K since it started five years ago. Ms. Stafford finds that
family’s choice, and to also raise awareness for
the most important part of the AK5K to be, “spreading positivity,
domestic violence. People from all over the community come out to keep
and awareness for domestic violence and teen dating.”
the spirit of Alex Kogut alive, and even though it is a very solemn event,
She also comments that in her opinion that the best part about the
it also brings hope for change.
AK5K is,“Seeing everyone come together to honor Alex’s memory...even
Despite the cold, drizzly start to the morning on October 8th,
on a rainy day.”
hundreds of people from the close community and from all over went to
Stafford became a little emotional when telling me about how her
SUNY Poly to keep the memory of Alex Kogut alive and to help fight
son had been very close friends with Alex,
domestic violence. The emotion could be felt all
and concluded with, “remember Alex.”
around as Alex’s best friend, Maggie Talarico,
	

The AK5K like every year was
sang the National Anthem--something they used
an
honorable
and moving event, with
to do together during swim meets. Like every year
people dashing across the finish line as the
the balloon ceremony provoked emotion all
sky opened up, and downed buckets of
around--some people were even crying, as they
rain upon racers and volunteers alike, as if
sent up their balloons filled with prayers for peace,
the sky itself was crying over the loss of
hopes for the future, and love towards Alex.
such a beautiful life. The race definitely
Ms. Zupan, a social worker at New Hartford
enforced the honorary statement
had the privilege of knowing Alex in her three
“Remember Alex...and Make Life
years as a student at New Hartford, stated that she
Beautiful.”
has, “walk/run the AK5K every year,” and that
she plans on “volunteering and registering
Picture submitted by Fallon O’Toole at the
participants on the day of the of the event.”
AK5K on October 8th, showing older and
“It’s a beautiful day,
Ms. Zupan’s family and some of the teachers at New Hartford
current New Hartford students.
for a beautiful girl.”
contribute a gift basket as well for the raffle at the end of the run/walk.
According to Ms. Zupan’s the AK5K is “one of the many ways that we
-Ms. Zupan
honor Alex and her memory,” and that it brings “the community
spartan expressions • New hartford senior high school • new hartford, ny
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Whitesboro Changes Town Seal
Town of Whitesboro changes controversial town seal a year after nation-wide uproar
Alexis Manore
Staff Writer
A year after being mocked on national television shows like The Daily
Show and The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, the town of Whitesboro
changed its town seal, which had been accused of being racist.
Even though the vote held in January 2016 resulted in 157 votes to 55
in favor of keeping the town emblem, the Whitesboro town seal was
changed in July 2017.
“A huge contingent of people that voted to keep it came in requesting
The two town emblems next to each other
that it be altered,” Patrick O’Connor, mayor of Whitesboro, said in an
Photo from the nytimes.com
interview on WIBX. “We did what we thought everyone really wanted.”
The seal in question depicted a “friendly wrestling match” between
Hugh White, the founder of Whitesboro, and an Oneida chief, with White’s hands dangerously close to the Native American chief ’s neck,
making it appear as if the Native American man was being choked and forced to the ground by White.
“The first thought that anyone has of this image is, ‘There’s some white guy killing an Indian, strangling an Indian,’? It’s saying, ‘Well,
they didn’t just conquer and defeat the people, but they also beat them in a wrestling match.’ It’s utterly ridiculous that a town would have
pride in a symbol like that in this day and age.” Cliff Matias, director of the Redhawk Native American Arts Council in Brooklyn, told the
Voice.
The emblem gained national attention and was featured on a segment of Comedy Central’s “The Daily Show with Trevor Noah”, with
former correspondent Jessica Williams traveling to Whitesboro, interviewing some of the people of Whitesboro, and sitting in on the vote
that would decide if the seal would be changed or not.
“See? It’s just a friendly strangling,” Stephen Colbert said on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert in a segment about the town logo.
After the nation-wide controversy and at the request of the people of Whitesboro, the village agreed to collaborate with the Oneida
Indian Nation to create a new seal.
The new logo depicts the same wrestling match, but with White and the Native American chief more equally matched. The two are
head-to-head while pushing each other, with their hands on each other’s arms and neutral expressions on their faces.
The art is much higher quality, due to the village working with an art student, and the clothes and the Native American’s headdress were
both made more accurate.
“It’s better than it was, because they used diluted colors rather than neon colors like in the previous seal. There is depth in the
background and the colors go with the school colors. Also, it’s less racist,” said Kimberly Fountain, an art student and senior at New Hartford
There are others who believe that the seal still needs to be changed.
“I think the seal is still racist even though it’s better than before. The power balance should be more equal,” said Laurel Frisbee, a senior
at New Hartford.
Ray Halbritter, a representative of the Oneida Indian Nation, told the New York Times that he was more than happy to help “anyone
who wants to make sure the symbols they are promoting are honoring and respecting all people. We applaud the village leaders’ willingness to
evaluate their own symbols and how to make sure they accurately reflect their community’s core values.”
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In the week of October 1st, President Trump flew down to
Puerto Rico, providing his own form of aid by addressing the
people of Puerto Rico about their crisis.
This week on his Twitter, he heartedly condemned helping
Puerto Rico for much longer, tweeting, “We cannot keep FEMA,
the Military & the First Responders, who have been amazing
Humanitarian crisis in Puerto Rico persists;
(under the most difficult circumstances) in P.R. forever!” Further,
local and national efforts to aid recovery
he says the situation in Puerto Rico
show true heart of America
was affected by the financial crisis
they have been in, “of their own
Laurel Frisbee
making,” as quoted by CNN.
Staff Writer
Days after Hurricane Maria had
landed, however, Trump commented
on Twitter how “FEMA & First
Responders are doing a GREAT job
in Puerto Rico. Massive food &
Lin Manuel-Miranda proudly holds up
water
delivered.”
the Puerto Rican flag, credit to NPR
Celebrities are also using their platforms to help Puerto Rico.
Lin Manuel-Miranda, a Puerto Rico native and avid supporter
of human rights, used his fame from Broadway hits such as
Hamilton and In The Heights to create “Almost Like Praying,” from
President Trump giving his sign of approval in a recent interview, credit to NBC
the song “Maria” from West Side Story (appropriate for a song in
support of relief from a hurricane by the same name), which
Classes at New Hartford are often around 20 people. If you
features many prominent artists of Latin descent. All the proceeds
double that number you would just about get the death toll the lack
go directly to Puerto Rico.
of water and supplies has caused Puerto Rico weeks after
Hamilton and In The Heights are both musicals that feature
Hurricane Maria. 45 deaths that seemingly could have been
people of color in the spotlight, and as Miranda is from Puerto
preventable, and 113 more people’s fates are still unknown. There
Rico himself, this issue is very close to his heart. He advertises for
have been relief efforts both locally and nationally to help Puerto
the Hispanic Federation, a Hispanic-run organization committed
Rico, but the question remains: why is this still happening?
to Puerto Rico relief, after every tweet on his Twitter account.
Locally at New Hartford there have been efforts for relief. The
Pitbull, another well-respected national icon, has also sent
Spanish Club has been collecting canned goods and other
personal aid to Puerto Rico. The self-dubbed Mr. Worldwide has
donations to send in a care package. They will also be holding a
sent his private jet to Puerto Rico
bake sale to raise money for relief efforts existing in Puerto Rico.
with supplies. He also has
“We’re not helping Puerto Rico just because we’re Spanish
evacuated countless cancer
club-- everyone really cares. They don’t have anything, and we
patients in need of chemotherapy
just want to help them get better,” remarks Caroline Bonville,
from Puerto Rico to the mainland
president of the club and a junior at New Hartford. The New
United States, and according to
Hartford cheer team has also raised money for Puerto Rico.
CNN, when asked to comment he
On the national level, reports are mixed on how much aid
replied, “Thank God we’re
the government is giving Puerto Rico. According to the Daily
Mr. Worldwide himself,
credit to thefamouspeople.com
blessed to help. Just doing my part.”
Caller, the United States is sending “warships, helicopters and
The situation does remain that Puerto Rico has no power, little
several transport aircraft” from the military to aid in Puerto Rico
water,
and little food. The death count is still going up. But in a
recovery, but as Coast Guard Rear Adm. Peter Brown told The
time of so little hope, the responses of people like these is a beacon
Washington Post, “We can’t simply drive trucks to Puerto Rico to
of light to the many affected.
help on power restoration.”

Puerto Rico’s Power Is Still
Off-- But Help Is On The
Way
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“I’m tired of waking up and seeing another headline about
‘the deadliest shooting in United States history’. This should be a
wake up call to America,” Laurel Frisbee, a senior at New Hartford
said.
The majority of Las Vegas Boulevard was closed for SWAT
Alexis Manore
teams to investigate the venue and surrounding businesses.
Staff Writer
McCarran National Airport was closed until early morning on
On the night of October 1st, Stephen Paddock opened fire on
October 2.
a crowd of concertgoers at a country music festival on the Las
President Trump spent time in Las Vegas on October 4
Vegas Strip, killing 58 people and leaving 546 injured.
visiting victims of the shooting in the
Paddock shot hundreds of
hospitals and praising the doctors
rounds semi-automatic rifles
who treated them.
from his room on the 32nd
“The message that I have is that we
floor of the Mandalay Bay
have a great country and we are
hotel. An hour after he fired
there for you,” Trump said.
his last shot, Paddock was
Many celebrities reacted publicly to
found dead in the room from
the shooting.
a self-inflicted gunshot wound
“Something has changed in this
along with twenty-three
country and in this world lately that is
firearms, a large amount of
scary to see. This world is becoming
ammunition, and magazines
the kind of place I am afraid to raise
capable of holding one
my children in,” Jason Aldean, the
hundred rounds of bullets
Emergency vehicles wait on the Las Vegas Strip to help victims
performer whose set was interrupted
apiece. Bump fire stocks were
Picture from CNN.com
by the attack, said on Twitter.
found on twelve of the guns,
Pop star Ariana Grande, who whose
allowing the guns to be used like fully automatic weapons.
concert in Manchester, England, was attacked by a suicide bomber
Paddock acquired the weapons legally according to the The
that killed 22 people, called for justice in a statement on Twitter.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives.
“My heart is breaking for Las Vegas. We need love, unity,
Hidden surveillance cameras were discovered inside and
peace, gun control & for people to look at this & call this what it is
outside the hotel suite and the police found a bulletproof vest and
= terrorism,” Grande wrote.
a breathing apparatus, indicating that paddock had intended to
“Praying for all the innocent victims and their families in Las
escape the scene.
Vegas - Céline xx…” Celine Dion, an international star who is
Stephen Paddock had no history of mental illness or problems
currently performing in Las Vegas, said on Twitter.
with drugs and alcohol and Eric Paddock, the shooter’s brother,
On October 3, a GoFundMe page to raise money for the
said that he was shocked to learn that his brother could commit
victims had raised over $ 8.1 million.
such a violent act.
"Funds will be used to provide relief and financial support to
Paddock’s family released a statement sending condolences to
the victims and families of the horrific Las Vegas mass shooting,"
the victims and their families.
county commission chair Steve Sisolak wrote.
"There are no words to describe the sadness we feel for those
People lined up for six hours in order to donate blood and
who lost their lives in this tragic event. Please know that you are in
strangers donated flights, housing, food and transportation to
our prayers and that our hearts are heavy for the families who have
victims' relatives coming to Las Vegas.
been left heartbroken and without answers," the family said.
"It takes the worst of America to also see the best of
The shooting has stirred up controversy over gun control laws.
America," said Rusty Dees, who survived the gunfire. "Everybody
“We need gun control RIGHT. NOW. My biggest regret is
was helping each other."
that I stubbornly didn’t realize it until my brothers on the road and
myself were threatened by it,” Caleb Keeter, the guitarist for the
John Abbott band, which performed at the festival the shooting
occurred at, wrote on Twitter.

Mass Shooting in Las Vegas
is Deadliest in U.S. History
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Catalonia’s Independence
Referendum
The Latest Updates
Ayla Schnier
Staff Writer
Do you want Catalonia to become an independent state in the form of a
republic?
This is the controversial question that millions voted for on
October 1st. Catalonia’s independence referendum resulted in an
overwhelming majority vote in favor of seceding from Spain. But
in a surprise move, Catalan President Carles Puigdemont
suspended the results of the referendum, and asked to negotiate
peacefully with Spain instead.
Spanish Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy refused to negotiate.
He gave Puigdemont until October 19 to clarify whether
Catalonia has declared independence, and threatened to invoke
Article 155 of the constitution to rid Catalonia of its autonomy.
Since Puigdemont has not given a clear response, Rajoy is set to
take complete control of Catalonia this Friday.
Why are some Catalans seeking independence?
Catalonia, as one of seventeen autonomous regions in Spain,
has had its own language, heritage, and culture for over a
thousand years. Their culture is influenced by Roman traditions,
so many Catalans place a value of independence and free-will
that is not as prevalent in the other regions.
“They’re very proud of their heritage,” says Ms. Homa, a
Spanish teacher at New Hartford High School. “And many think
of themselves as Catalonians rather than Spaniards.”
Throughout Spain, there are six major political parties.
Rajoy’s conservative party that controls the nation is only the fifth
largest party in Catalonia. Catalan nationalists from various left
and right wing parties hold the majority of seats in the regional
parliament. Many Catalans feel that the conservative central
government does not represent them politically.
Calls for independence have magnified recently with the
economic recession in Spain. Catalonia accounts for about 19%
of Spain’s overall GPA, with its capital, Barcelona, being one of
the wealthiest cities in Spain. While the overall unemployment
rate in Spain is 17.2%, Catalonia’s is only 13.2%. Because
Catalonia is one of Spain’s strongest economic areas, some

A man is pulled away from voting station by the
Spanish police. Photo from Morocco World
News.

Catalans resent that their region is being used to “prop up”
the poorer rest of Spain.
A majority of Catalans do not support independence,
however. Mrs. Perez-Belcher, a former Spanish teacher at Perry
Junior High, was born and raised in the region of Catalonia. She
does not want Catalonia to secede from Spain.
“I feel that I am Spanish first, and Catalan after that. I want
the situation to be solved with diplomacy, not with violence, and
not with independence either. But I completely understand what
the Catalans feel,” she said.
What happened on the day of the vote?
The Catalan government held its independence referendum
on October 1. The Spanish government declared the referendum
unconstitutional because the Spanish constitution of 1978 has no
provisions for allowing autonomous regions to declare
independence. In the days leading up to the election, proindependence Catalan websites, as well as websites that listed
voting locations, were censored by the Spanish government.
Teachers, parents, and children had barricaded themselves
inside polling locations the night before the election, prepared to
defend the buildings and ballot boxes from the police.
As expected, the Spanish police interfered with the
referendum, confiscating ballot boxes and injuring over 750
voters with rubber bullets and truncheons. 750,000 votes were
unable to be counted due to the interference of the Spanish
police, according to Catalan officials.
Thomas Belcher, 2016 graduate of New Hartford High
School, is currently living in Barcelona. He attempted to vote in
the referendum, but decided not to because of the threat of
violence.
Continued on next page...
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Catalonia, continued from previous page

“He went to vote but finally decided not to go after he heard
that there was violence in many schools where the polls were,”
said Mrs. Perez-Belcher, a former Spanish teacher at Perry Junior
High.
The vote went on regardless, and about 90% of voters said
yes to independence.
Was the vote legitimate?
Under the Spanish constitution, no. Even so, it is disputed
how accurate and representative the referendum was. Opinion
polls taken before the referendum suggested that only about 40%
of Catalans support independence. Voter turnout was only 43%,
and most Catalans who opposed independence decided not to
vote because the referendum violated the Spanish constitution.
And according to the New York Times, the voting rules were
changed an hour before the election to allow voters to vote at any
polling station without using an envelope and whether they were
registered there or not. All of this means that the vote was likely
not representative and legitimate.
What happened after the referendum?
This referendum was binding, meaning that in the event of a
“yes” vote, Catalan President Puigdemont would declare
independence within 48 hours. But Puigdemont has suspended
the referendum from taking effect, calling for peaceful
negotiations with Spain.
"We're suspending the declaration of independence for a few
weeks because we want a reasonable dialogue, a mediation with
the Spanish state," he said in a speech to his region’s Parliament.
The Spanish government rejected the Catalan President’s
call for negotiation. Spanish Prime Minister Rajoy accused
Puigdemont of causing “deliberate confusion” in his bid for
independence.
“Dialogue between democrats takes place within the law,”
Deputy Prime Minister Soraya Saenz de Santamaria said at
Moncloa Palace, the official residence of the Spanish prime
minister,.
The Spanish government has asked Puigdemont to officially
clarify within five days whether or not they had declared
independence. If Catalonia declared independence, Rajoy would
use Article 155 of the Spanish constitution in order to sack the
Catalan government and take control of the region. This is an
unprecedented move, as the Article has never been used since the
constitution’s creation in 1978.

By the five-day deadline, Puigdemont sent a letter to Madrid
asking for two months of “sincere and honest” dialogue with
Spain. The Catalan President also complained that the
“fundamental rights [of Catalans] are being oppressed,” citing
frozen bank accounts, media censorship, and police violence
against those who tried to vote in the independence referendum.
But his letter did not clearly answer the question of
independence for Spanish authorities, and was deemed “not
valid” by Spanish justice minister Rafael Catalá. Rajoy extended
the October 16 deadline to the 19th, and asked Puigdemont "to
answer with the clarity any democracy needs. We don't
understand why he perseveres with being confusing unless it is his
strategy to escalate the situation further."
Puigdemont neither affirmed nor redacted his region’s
declaration of independence by the deadline. Spain has moved to
take authority of Catalonia this Friday. Catalonia may call a snap
election before Friday in an attempt to strengthen its backing for
independence, but Spanish authorities have stated that they will
be taking control of the region regardless of the outcome of the
vote.
“Everything is not fixed by just calling an election,” Spanish
Justice Minister Rafael stated in a radio interview.
What will happen if Catalonia becomes
independent?
Rajoy will certainly invoke Article 155 of the constitution to
take control of Catalonia. This could possibly lead to unrest and
violence in the region.
“I think that if Catalonia declares independence, the central
government will send the armed forces and there will be violence
and possibly war,” said Mrs. Perez-Belcher.
There is also the risk of further economic trouble. 540
companies have already moved their headquarters out of
Catalonia due to the referendum. Not only will Spain lose almost
one-fifth of its GDP, but Catalonia will have trouble establishing
itself as an independent nation.
“The Spanish government subsidizes lots of services, hence
why Catalonia is so powerful. I doubt they’d crumble to the
ground, but if they’re not recognized, countries won’t buy their
olive oil and other goods,” said Ms. Homa.
If Catalonia seceded, it would affect all of Europe, partially
because a weaker Spain means a weaker Europe. France has
already stated that it will not recognize an independent Catalonia,
which will hamper the new nation’s trading possibilities.
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Legends Never Die
Connor Hansen
Staff Writer
When people hear the words Rock
and Roll many famous artists pop up in
people's minds. Tom Petty is one of the
several famous Rock and Roll artists. Tom
Petty was born in Gainesville, Florida,
had one younger brother, and had the
terrible misfortune of having a father who
beat him.
Throughout the years Tom Petty has
won several awards, some include MTV
Michael Jackson Video Vanguard Award
1994, Grammy Award for Best Male
Rock Vocal Performance 1996 for You
Don’t Know How It Feels, Billboard
Music Century Award 2005, and
MusiCares Person of the Year 2017.
Rolling Stone has been following Tom
Petty ever since he became a hit artist at
age 17. Thomas Earl Petty dropped out of
high school to join the southern-rock
group Mudcrutch which involved Mike
Campbell and Benmont Tench. These
two artists would be the people he would
talk music over for the next 50 years, but
the band broke up at one point in the
70’s.
Rolling Stone wrote that in 1975 Tom
Petty created a demo with Campbell,
Tench, Ron Blair, and Stan Lynch. They
called themselves the Heartbreakers and
in 1976 they came out with their new
debut, Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers.
Before the decade was up, Tom Petty
became bankrupt after MCA (Merchant
Cash Advance) tried to buy out his
contract from ABC Records. It took nine
long months for Petty to secure a new
deal so he could release the biggest record
of his career, 1979's Damn the Torpedoes,

this record reached Number Two on the
album charts and has since been certified
triple-platinum. The album contained the
singles "Don't Do Me Like That" and
"Refugee."
Rolling Stone noted that Tom Petty had
established himself as a full grown hit
maker and was receiving credit for it.
Around 1982 band member Blair had
quit the band, which angered Petty and
he ended up breaking a hand trying to
punch through a wall. On the flip side,
because of this Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers created the number 13 hit
“Don’t Come Around Here No More,”
and the following year according to
Rolling Stone Kory Grow, Tom Petty's
house had burned down, his wife, Jane
Benyo, and two daughters made it out
alive, destroying most of his possessions,
arson was believed to be what happened.
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
created many more hits throughout the
years and changed Rock and Roll. There
is much more to Tom Petty’s life than
what is written down and would take
much more ink. The band has mostly
stayed together throughout the several
years they had together, and because of
that history has been changed and Tom
Petty will never be forgotten. Tom Petty
came into this world with a boom and left
peacefully. The world will still turn and
music will still be written, but as a
member in this world, today’s music
would not be the same if something were
different in the past.
Sarah Dzeigal, a senior at New
Hartford, was first introduced to Tom
Petty’s music back in 2016 by one of her
great friends Emma Anweiler. Her
passion for his his music began in the car

rides where she had to listen to his music
while sitting near Ms. Anweiler. On
October 2, 2017, Sarah Dzeigal was at
her house when Tom Petty was
announced dead. Her immediate reaction
was sadness because she wanted to know
if her friend was alright. Sarah saw Tom
Petty as a “legend” who “influences many
people.”
Mr. Jonathan Vaughn is a teacher at
New Hartford High School, he teaches
drawing, advanced art, general drawing,
and studio art. Around the age of five his
parents introduced Tom Petty into his life.
As a ritual his family would listen to Tom
Petty songs every Saturday morning while
making breakfast. On the date of Tom
Petty’s death Mr. Vaughn was at home
because his wife had just had a baby.
Once notified Mr. Vaughn felt sad
because Tom Petty’s music felt like the
sound track to his life, and to Mr. Vaughn
“Free Fallin’” is the greatest song of all
time.

http://www.brooklynvegan.com/tompetty-2017-tour-dates-announced-2-forest-hillsshows-wrigley-field-more/ This picture was
taken when Tom Petty announced the 40th
anniversary tour for Tom Petty and the
Heartbreakers
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Catching Up With The Clubs
New Hartford Masque presents this year’s Junior High Show “Annie Jr.”
By: Maggie Stephens

Masque, New Hartford’s drama program, always delivers a
quality performance. Whether it’s in the Senior High or the
Junior High, you can be sure to enjoy a great show. At the Junior
High this fall, Annie Jr. promises to bring lots of smiles and laughs
for the whole audience to enjoy. Ms. Mojave, director of the show,
chose Annie because “it had never been done before” and it’s “a
feel-good show” that everyone who sees it can really enjoy.
Once the show had been picked and announced, it came
time to cast all the “Little Girls” and boys who came to audition.
“The casting process is like a chess game,” says Mojave, “it’s all
about finding the right fit”. Once the initial auditions were
complete, callbacks were held and then, a cast list was posted.
The entire cast list can be found below but some of the highlights
include, Kendall Evans as Annie, Rocco Barretta as Oliver
Warbucks, and Bella Stephens as Miss Hannigan. Next came
the rehearsal period. The students meet after school for
various hours depending on their parts and learn
choreography, music, and scenes. As the show date gets closer
the show will go into tech week where all the props, costumes,
and set pieces in the show are added so the actors can be
familiar with them before opening night. “My favorite song is
Easy Street” said Mojave, “Just because it’s a really fun song!”.
And just like that, the show is almost ready for audiences
to see and love. “These kids have pushed hard to create highlevel work” commented Mojave, “You will be amazed that
they are Junior High kids”. Be sure to buy your tickets for
seven dollars and come support these amazingly talented kids
November 3, 4, and 5 at the New Hartford High School
JAMPAC.

Above and Below: The Annie Jr cast was separated into two
groups for some fun acting games! Picture taken from
Maggie’s iPhone.

“Annie Jr. promises to bring lots of smiles and
laughs for the whole audience to enjoy!”
-Mrs. Susan Mojave
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Through The Lens

This show is special for the senior members of the band, and to
After a practice, the Marching Spartans have lunch at the Spartan commemorate the seniority each gets a carnation pin for their
Cafe, with Utican favorites like chicken riggies and kielbasa, photo by uniform, Pictured is Bella Saggese, Photo by Laurel Frisbee
Laurel Frisbee

Friends celebrating their last Spartan Spectacular
together, photos by Abby Cahill

The Spartan
Spectacular
Laurel Frisbee
Staff Writer

The senior members of the band who have been in since
seventh grade for six years, the maximum you can, Photo by
Abby Cahill
Some senior members showing off one of their music
instructors, Dan Fabbio, who plays saxophone, Photo by
Abby Cahill

Drum major Emma Moger (right) and
assistant drum major Mari Sosnowski (left)
receive the band’s trophy for their first place
win, with a score of 84.1, Photo by the Utica
OD

The front ensemble gears up for the home show
performance,
Photo by Ashley Belmont

The band’s collection of trophies so far; they plan to
compete at the Syracuse Dome to defend their State
Champion title and keep the Governor’s Cup (right), Photo
by Laurel Frisbee
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OPINION
NEWS
Should School Start at 8:52 instead of 7:52
Anna Papandrea
Staff Writer
Students wake up between 6 - 6:30 AM on weekdays just to
come to school. They walk into the building where they will spend
6 1/2 hours doing hard work, and studying. Most of the students
are half asleep and others are trying to wake themselves up with a
medium coffee from Dunkin’ Donuts. 1st block is a struggle; the
teacher is talking and you're trying to listen but you only got 5
hours of sleep last night because of the essay that you wrote for
your next class. So what would happen if the students of
New Hartford High School didn't start class at 7:52 but
instead at 8:52?
Personally, I think that students will
appreciate the extra hour of sleep, and their
bodies wouldn't feel tired all the time.
According to the National Sleep foundation
60% of students complain that they are tired,
from getting up at early hours. 15% have fallen
asleep in class because of the lack of sleep.
Many students, including myself, say that they
are constantly tired from staying up late and
doing their homework. The national average for
homework is 42 minutes for each class. New
Hartford students say they have more than that.
Dean Crowe says that he does not know when
the start time of school came about in the past. But
he does say that if the hours were changed there would be a
change in the times of the after school activities.
“The current start time is built, in part, around allowing time
after school for extracurricular activities, particularly athletic
programs. A later start time would mean pushing back schedules
for practices and games,” Dean Crowe explains.
If we were to start school later then what would happen to
students’ grades. With the amount of homework that students
have, many students tend to stay up until midnight completing
their assignments. By the time they fall asleep and wake up at six
AM, that's only 6 hours of sleep.
Alivia Bell, a sophomore says she gets “6-7 hours” of sleep
now. If we changed the times she believes she would be well rested
and less tired.

“I would be able to not complain that much because I would
be happier that I got more sleep,”Bell says.
The National Sleep Foundation recommends teens sleep 8-10
hours per night. If students were able to come to school later in
the morning by changing the time, would they be less sleep
deprived and more focused on their work? If the school day’s
hours changed then there might be many advantages from
changing the school hours. Would students receive better
grades? Would there be less of a likelihood for tardiness?
“Scientific studies have shown that teenagers
function better in school if they can sleep later in
the morning. Many high school making the
change to a later start time note improved
attendance and academic performance for high
school students,” says Dean Crowe.

	


What would happen if we did come to
school an hour later than normal?
“The demands of scheduling bussing
would require a flip rather than just moving
back the high school start time. For the same
reason, the junior high and high school must have
the same start time,” Dean Crowe explains.
Dean Crowe says that this topic of flipping the
start times of the elementary schools and the secondary
schools has been discussed in the past. The District of Health and
Wellness Committee is currently reviewing research on this topic.
Honestly, I think the hours between the elementary schools
and the high school should flip. Personally, I find it a struggle to
wake up in the morning and get ready for school. But it is
something we have to to do. It would make it easier coming to
school an hour later, but keep in mind that we won't get out early.
We’d get out later and that means that games, practice, and clubs
would start later. I would be worth it to me because, I struggle
getting up in the morning and I am tired through out the whole
day. Would it be worth it? Do you want that extra hour of sleep?

Picture from: amazon.com
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Opinion
Should Students Be Able to Evaluate Their Teachers?
Lots of schools used standardized test scores as an assessment of how well teachers are doing
at their jobs. Shouldn’t students be involved in this too?
Brittany Williams, Staff Writer
Throughout the past five years, schools in the United States
have taken students’ standardized test scores and observations from
school administrators to assess how well teachers are doing.
Students spend the most time with their teachers, therefore
students should be allowed to voice their opinions on their teachers
and how they teach.
In New Hartford, administrators come and observe classes to
evaluate how well the teachers do their jobs.
Mr. Benson, the Senior High principal commented, “Five
years ago all schools were required to create an APPR- the Annual
Profession Performance Appraisal- to determine how schools will
evaluate their teachers.” He continued, “There are two halves to
teacher evaluation; one is classroom observations by administrators
and the other is through student performance. In some cases
student performance on state assessments, including Regents
exams, contributes to 50% of a teacher’s APPR score.”
Administrators are trained and certified to evaluate teachers
on an annual basis. Although this may be beneficial to some
degree, the students of the school should have a say. On the other
hand, students know how they learn best and would be the ones
who would be able to honestly tell their teacher how to improve.
Some teachers might believe that their students may try to
negatively take advantage of the opportunity and write something
that’s dishonest to attempt to get a teacher in trouble; however, I
believe that, especially in New Hartford, most students would write
their honest opinions.
Mr. McNair, the Ecology teacher from New Hartford, said “I
wouldn’t worry about students taking advantage of this because
with any survey like this there’s a chance of it being misused.”
There may be a rough start to the program, but I think that
this would be a useful tool to see how well educators are doing.
At the end of each semester or year in every class, depending
on the school, the students can be given a piece of paper with
questions on it that will allow them to evaluate their teacher.
The administrators would go through them and if
multiple students say the same things about specific teachers then

the principal could discuss the feedback with the teachers and
help them improve their skills. This should be anonymous so that
students feel comfortable sharing their honest opinions.
Mr. McNair, the Ecology teacher at New Hartford, gave his
opinion on student evaluation and said “When you look at the
current evaluation system, half of the score that I receive is
determined by the average performance on five different regents
exams. The other half is based on observations by administrators.”
“I would welcome student evaluation. Anything that helps
teachers reflect on their own practice can help.” Mr. McNair said.
Bella Saggese, a senior from New Hartford, said that she
would be comfortable evaluating her teachers because “I feel that
the principal and whoever else is in charge of keeping track of
teachers progress/status should know how their students feel about
them. If the students are giving negative reviews about the teacher,
then the people in charge should consider evaluating the teacher
themselves.”
Annie Hemmel, a former student from New Hartford, said
that “Evaluating a teacher would benefit kids by showing their
teaching style and maybe ways to improve if they’re bad.”
Having students voice their opinions about their teachers
would benefit everyone involved because their teachers would be
able to teach more effectively.
Some students, however, would be nervous to evaluate their
teachers.
“The only way I would be afraid to evaluate them is if the
teachers read my evaluations,” Bella said. “I wouldn’t mind if the
principal read it but I’d prefer if the teachers themselves didn’t
read it. I think that students who see their teachers everyday/every
other day and sit through their classes would be a more reliable
source for an evaluation than a principal coming in once or twice a
year.”
Not allowing students to evaluate their teachers positively or
negatively does everyone a disservice. It is not fair that
administrators who are not receiving an education from them are
the ones who are able to analyze their teaching style.

Photo from: http://www.brookmark.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/survey.jpg
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OPINION
Louisville Legend
Tori Risucci
Staff Writer
There was no kneeling taking place in this Kentucky stadium, as Louisville’s
basketball team received a standing ovation during the college’s Saturday football
game. The Louisville court will be saying goodbye to longtime coach, after an FBI
investigation of bribery surfaced.
The past week has been filled with nothing but chaos for the University of
Louisville, as Rick Pitino’s career has come to a close. The coach for the Louisville
Cardinals, has coached the team to three Final Four matches and a National
NCAA Championship Title in 2013, since his start in 2001.
Many scandals have already been tacked onto Pitino’s name during his time
with Louisville, but this will ultimately be the straw to break the camel’s back. In
just a week's time Louisville, Pitino, and Adidas have caused enough trouble that
the Federal Bureau of Investigation has opened an investigation.
The story started with Brian Bowen, a five star recruit from La Lumiere High
School in La Porte, Indiana. He committed to the Cardinals in the beginning of
this past June, and by the end of the summer he was already taking part in classes
One of Pitino’s many heated moments.
and activities with the basketball team.
Photo taken from the Spokesman-Review.
Unfortunately for him, Bowen’s glory came to a halt when the FBI started to investigate the details behind his commitment. What
they uncovered will not only affect his future, but also the fate of some of the biggest names in college athletics.
The FBI report alleged an improper payment was made to his family to get him to sign with the school. Improper payment is one
way to put it, but many others including the FBI, are calling it what it really is, a bribery case.
Although, the money given to the Bowen family was not directly from the pockets of Pitino or the Louisville school; it came from the
German athletic company, Adidas. A long time partner with the University of Louisville, illegally funneled $100,000 to the Bowen family
to persuade their son Brian to attend Louisville, according to CBS Sports’ Matt Norlander.
These actions violated the NCAA’s rule of prioritizing a student’s education before anything else, also known as amateurism, and
with the FBI bribery investigation underway, Adidas’ $160 million contract with the Cardinals could also be in jeopardy.
Jack Angelucci, a senior on the New Hartford basketball team, has “rooted for Louisville in the past,” even though they are not on
the top of his list.“Pitino is a great coach but, I think he got what he deserved, due to all the problems he has brought with him,” Jack
said.
“The opportunity for a free education is more than enough for players to be offered,” Angelucci concluded.
Sam Mirarchi, a senior on the New Hartford football team, agreed with Angelucci, stating that, “I think it is the right action to take
if he was involved.” But Mirarchi also feels that networks like SportsCenter “love to jump to conclusions,” so he is not counting Pitino
out yet.
“College athletes should be able to make their own decisions and play for the school they want to play for,” said Austin Dropkin, a
junior on the New Hartford basketball team. Dropkin agreed with both Mirachi and Angelucci, that it is time for Pitino to move on after
all the chaos he has caused over the years.
I agree with all our local high school players that this should signal the end of Pitino’s career. He has racked in many titles and
coached the team to many wins but at the same time, this is not his first offense, and based off his past record there’s no guarantee it
would be his last.
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OPINION
Louisville, continued from previous page
Angelucci hit the nail on the head by saying a full scholarship is
“more than enough.” Saving your family and yourself thousands of
dollars towards a free education, and being able to play the sport you love,
should be a reward in and of itself.
I believe the actions taken by the University of Louisville in the past
few days to start the process to terminate Rick from Louisville basketball
are the right moves to make in order to prove that this behavior is not
tolerated.
As well as, the FBI charging the Adidas executive of global
marketing, James Gatto, with bribery charges for his involvement in the
situation.
Although this may be shocking to most, Sonny Vaccaro, the man who
signed Michael Jordan to his first shoe deal, reassured us that this is not the
first time that something like this has happened. During his appearance on
the Bob Lee show Sonny clarified that, “apparel company scams have
existed forever.”
Vaccaro also said that with all the money that the NCAA pockets, it is
only fair that the kids get something out of it as well. I would have to
disagree, college is the opportunity to prove yourself, in order to build a
successful career in the National Basketball Association (NBA) or any other
national sports organization, when the time comes.
A student’s future is in his or her own hands. Student athletes should
be able to make their own decisions without someone persuading them in
a certain direction. In regards to Adidas and Rick Pitino’s part in the
scandal, I feel that after their many years in the business, they should not
be going against the code of conduct. All in all, it is time for the NCAA to
lay the law down for corrupt coaches.

Pitino coping with a tough loss on the road . Photo taken from
Sports Illustrated.

Bowen pictured during his time as a McDonald’s All
American. Photo taken from www.draftexpress.com

I don’t think there is any room for that kind of
stuff, in any college sport.”
- Sam Mirarchi
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Opinion
Seniors: The Next Chapter
Resolution or conflict?
Heath Miller
As students undergo their last year of High school they prepare for the next level,
college. As they search for their next step in their lives they have to fill out their college applications and
gain stress through the process. Whether it be making sure it’s as perfect as possible or if the college
would accept their request to enroll. And after 3 years at New Hartford High School, the class of 2018
takes the next step to college to follow their careers and goals for life. But should they see this
opportunity to be excited to move onto a new setting or fear for the worst and be nervous for new
Joe Alberico performing live solo for
people and the next level in their education? I went along to ask a few seniors out of the class of 2018
WSYR - TV for being named “Extraordinary
who seem to have promising futures such as Joe Alberico and David Matthews. I asked each whether
Talent of the week”
they believe whether it’s either stressful or exciting.
	

Joe Alberico is an up and coming musician playing the french horn as his priority in
school, he looks forward to going to school for music performance. I asked Joe what his opinion on the whole ordeal, Joe explains how it’s
been difficult to get in the best possible school for music performance. He works towards getting into Juilliard School in the long run “I don’t
exactly plan on getting into Juilliard immediately after High school, if anything i’d get in later in life after a few years in other schools.”
Juilliard is known as one of the best music schools in the U.S. With an acceptance rate of 6.7% in 2013 and sense has been at lows as much as
5.5% and highs as 8%.(musicschoolcentral.com) Due to how hard it is to get in so early, he is mainly aiming to go into the top schools which
he is surely to achieve with his talent in the field of music. But getting to achieve this goal has produced a large amount of stress whether it
having to practice everyday to succeed in tryouts almost every few months of his senior year, or having to juggle this with his school work and
other extracurricular activities such as marching band, drum line, and just time for himself and his life! So he explains “It’s very exciting going
through this but at the same time I am stressed, so I can say I’m a little bit of both.” When I asked him what advice he has for upcoming
seniors (juniors) he stated,“don’t let the opportunity take you or else you’ll choke.”
	

David Matthews is a very bright student who does very well in his classes and is looking into going into law school in the
future. It’s obvious to see he is going to do well in the future with just how intelligent he is
with school and any other activities. He does such as tennis, jazz band, and he is also on the robotics team as well. He keeps busy and still
excels in what he does so it seems easy to say his way to that next level should be a cake walk. He plans to go to Columbia Law School to
become a lawyer, the school itself has a 20.4% acceptance rate.(Law.columbia.edu) which shows
it might be a challenge to get in. But when I asked what he thinks of this entire idea of moving
on, he claimed, “I’m mostly excited and only a little bit stressed only because of all the work that
has to be done.” So i later asked what he thinks should be the approach to this and he replies
with
What to take from all this is that the process of getting into college will take a big
amount of work whether you want to get into a good one or not, it should not be taken as
stressful regarding the incredible amount of time it consumes. It should be exciting for the
upcoming college freshmen as they finally begin to pursue their dreams and goals through the
amount of hard work and determination they present to the challenges of college. While also
having the opportunity to meet new people and see new places and changing from the ordinary
life in New Hartford. With this, they finally get the chance to leave the confines of New
Hartford High school. In conclusion, you should be nervous for the upcoming future but the
David Matthews senior photo at Turning Stone
majority of those emotions should be excitement as taken from the seniors but others may
Resort & Casino Event Center taken by Brendan
have different opinions to new beginnings but personally you should be a mix of both
Phillips
excitement and fear but mostly excitement.
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Question of the Week
Fallon O’Toole
Staff Writer

If you came with a guarantee -like so many
products do- what could you honestly
guarantee about yourself?

Photo taken from https://
www.google.com/search?

John Durr

Question taken from Chat Pack

“That I’m living.”

Sarah Dziegiel
“I’m annoying.”

William Eisenhut
“My low-key sense of

Madeline Katatto

humor.”

“I’ll be nice.”

Tori Risucci
“I’ll be sarcastic, and make
you laugh.”

Alyssa DuRoss
“Lots of tears.”

All photos taken by Fallon O’Toole
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Meet the Staff
Fallon O’Toole

Keelin Paquette

Anna Papandrea

Josh Farmer
Keelin Paquette is in her senior year at
New Hartford High school. Keelin is
very involved in marching band where
she is part of the color guard. She also
plays violin in the orchestra and plays
on the golf team.
Keelin enjoyed going to Camp
Gorham for many years over the
summer and now she is a counselor
there. Keelin’s favorite musical group is
the Dave Matthews Band, and she has
seen them 8 times in concert. She would like to study
Communication Sciences and Disorders in college. When asked why
she is taking journalism she smiled and said, “ I love to write and love
to read and watch the news, especially the Today Show.”

Fallon O’Toole, is a 17 year old
senior here at New Hartford
High School. Fallon loves to be
a part of extracurricular
activities including psychology
club, Spartan to Spartan, and
Honor Society. She is also on
the cross country team and the
track team. For track she is a
sprinter and a two time discus
champion.
Outside of school, Fallon loves to hang out with friends and
walk her dog. She has a job at Sunset Wood too. Fallon isn't quite
sure where she wants to go to school yet, but she wants to major in
biology. She would also like to get a scholarship in track and field,
so she can continue throwing.

Tori Risucci
Connor Hansen
Tori Risucci, is currently a senior at New Hartford High School. Tori’s hobbies include watching
professional sports games and enjoying movies with friends. As an only child, her plans for college are to
stay in the area and study sports management/entertainment. Tori chose to take journalism because
she enjoys writing and wants to show her work to the school. Tori writes a women in sports column for
Spartan Expressions.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward any person or group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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Sports
Spartan Swimming makes a big splash
On the road to another sectional title
Joshua Farmer
Staff Writer
The pool deck is warm and packed but the Spartan
swimmers are cool and composed knowing they will get the
job done. Practices for this team officially started August
17th, however Coach Wells held optional practices all
summer long at 7 am for those willing to wake up that early.
Swimming is a very demanding sport and the New
Hartford program is one of the best programs in the entire
state. The lady Spartan program has won 14 sectional titles in
their team history. Some of their swimmers hold very
impressive records such as current senior Alexis Falvo, who
holds the Section Three class B record for the 100 meter
Butterfly with a time of 58.54. In addition, former Spartan
Abigale Max, holds the 200 freestyle record with a time of
1:53.28.
The Spartans most recent section championship was in
2014. Over the past two seasons, the Spartans have suffered
tough losses to rival Jamesville-Dewitt. In 2015, the Lady
The 2017 Swimming and diving team. Photo Submitted by Kim MacDonald.
Spartans lost to Jamesville Dewitt by 76 points. In 2016, the
battle was much closer with the girls only losing by 10 points.
by their star swimmer Alexis Falvo. Alexis won the 100 and 200
This year’s team is very different than last year's because they have
yard freestyle at sectionals last year and swam both of those events
a variety of swimmers of all ages. The swimmers ages range from
at States. She placed 15th in the 100 and 21st in the 200 yard
seniors to 8th graders.
freestyle. Alexis Falvo holds the school record for the 100 meter
Coach Wells has coached for many years, and knows how to
backstroke with a time in 59.05 as well.
handle different swimmers with different talents,
“So far the season has gone great! People have gone season and
“23 different girls and each has their own specialties. There are
personal
bests. Everyone is swimming consistently which is great for
those that are better at a stroke, some at sprinting and some at
this point in the season,” Alexis said.
distance. We work with them in separate groups, focusing on their
Alexis has committed to swim at Denison University, which is
specialty,” Coach Wells explained
located
in Granville, Ohio. She is unsure of what she plans on
The Spartans are very excited for this very upcoming season
majoring in.
and Coach Wells is looking forward to a strong finish by this years
“Nothing comes without hard work. It took time to achieve
team.
those goals, and I really had to focus on my training, technique and
“The girls have been working hard all season long. They will be
mental strength.”
ready for the end of the season to swim really well,” Coach Wells
Alexis surely has used these lessons to make herself a better
said.
swimmer each year. Alexis has carved the way for other swimmers
So far this season the girls are 3-2 in dual meets, with their
to achieve their goals, like fellow star Kim Macdonald. Kim placed
losses coming against a higher class opponent Albany Academy and
2nd at sectionals last year in her best event, the 500 freestyle.
a heartbreaking loss to rival Jamesville Dewitt.The Spartans placed
1st at the Colgate Invite, third at their home invitational, and 4th at
Spartan Swimming continued on next page
the Empire Invitational. Once again, the Spartans this year are led
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Sports
Spartan Swimming continued from previous page
Kim battled through a tough season last year and has been working hard to return to States like she did her 9th grade year.
“It was a struggle at first trying to get back into it from the injury of my ankle. But my team has been super supportive, and that made an
impact on me knowing I had so much support no matter what happened.”
This year’s team is very close to one another and that shows with their success in the pool. The spartans have only a few dual meets left,
and are ready to get better as the weeks go on. The Spartans girls swimming and diving program will no doubt continue to work hard,as they
hope to make a huge splash at sectionals and bring home another team title once again.

Kim Macdonald swimming the Butterfly. Photo
submitted by Kim MacDonald

“Nothing comes without hard work. It
took time to achieve those goals, and I really
had to focus on my training, technique and

“The girls have been working hard all
season long. They will be ready for the
end of the season to swim really well.”

mental strength.”- Alexis Falvo

- Coach Tom Wells
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New Hartford Girls Tennis
Team Dominates This
Season’s Matches
Keelin Paquette
Staff Writer
The New Hartford Girls Varsity Tennis Team has once again
had an impressive season. With back to back wins, the Spartans
proved they are still a force to be reckoned with. The team had a
small bump in the road with a tough loss against Oneida, but
remained strong for the rest of the season prior to sectionals. Their
closest match was against Camden. The final score was 4-3 with
New Hartford taking the win, according to Syracuse.com. With this
close victory, the Spartans were able to advance to the third round
in sectionals.
Juniors Megan Lorenz, Nawreen Quazi, and Rawan Aly
joined the team their sophomore year.
Aly and her family occasionally played at the courts before she
joined the tennis team, and Quazi played tennis with her neighbors
and cousins growing up.
All three girls keep themselves busy by doing other activities,
but they all make time to play tennis before the season begins.
“During the summer, before preseason, my friends and I get
together and play tennis,” stated Quazi.
Lorenz even attends additional practices outside of school.
“I take group lessons at Paragon Club every Saturday for one
hour,” said Lorenz.
When asked what their favorite thing about the sport was, they
all had similar answers.
“The best thing about tennis is being able to play with my best
friends, and the amount of new friends I made by joining last year,”
expressed Aly.
“I met one of my best friends my sophomore year on the tennis
team,” said Quazi. “Meeting new people and hanging out with your
friends is always my favorite thing about tennis.”
“You can play when you’re three or when you’re ninety-three.
The public courts are always open and all you need is a racket, a
ball, and a partner. It also really teaches you sportsmanship. For
example, you have to shake hands before and after every match,”
Lorenz explained.

The seniors and juniors of the New Hartford Girls Tennis
Team offer some words of advice for their younger teammates.
Photo submitted by Megan Lorenz

The team has made leaps and bounds this year, improving a lot
since the 2016 season.
“I believe that the practices we had this year helped me
improve in many ways, especially with my backhands and
volleys,” stated Aly.
“I loved playing fourth doubles with my partner, Sophia
Farkouh. We have learned from each other, improved, and
played consistently,” said Lorenz. “Our lineup was really
strong this season. I think this is because each doubles player
had a similar playing style to her partner. As a team, we had a
successful season and I am grateful to have been a part of it!”
The Oneida Girls Tennis Team is the Spartans’ toughest
opponent of the season. It is also the match taken most
seriously.
“We often enjoy ourselves on the court, whether we are
practicing or playing a match. However, our Oneida match is

Continued on next page
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Continued on from previous page
taken very seriously,” Lorenz explained. “This year, we
lost our Oneida match 6-1. However, several of the games
were extremely close and could have gone either way.
Personally, I enjoy playing against Oneida because it is a great
learning opportunity. It requires me to be on my A-game every
second of the match. In fact, Sophia and I played the best that
we had all season at that match.”
“The match with Oneida came in so close, that we could
have had it. Everyone did try their best and the support was
great from one person to the other. Hopefully, we will beat
them next year,” stated Aly.
Quazi explains that in the end, it’s not so much about
winning matches, but whether or not the team gave it their all.
“Every year we give it our all and that is all I can hope
for,” said Quazi. “Everyone on the team is really supportive
with each other and it is nice to see the older players give
advice and speeches before the match to everyone so we can all
be focused and good sports.”
Tennis is very much about demonstrating good
sportsmanship. Tennis players can be seen leaping over the net
to shake hands with their opponent after a long, hard-fought
match.
“Coach Curtis tells us, ‘Use your heads and play with your
heart.’" What matters to me is that, on that day, we all played with
our hearts,” said Lorenz.
“Our tennis team is comprised of girls from 7th grade to 12th
grade. Therefore, we are all very different. We vary in personalities,

The girls participating in individual sectionals.

interests, and backgrounds. This is my favorite part about the team.
We are all so different and are experiencing different parts of our
lives. However, when we come together at practice, we are simply
tennis players. We sing, laugh, dance, eat, and play tennis!”
expressed Lorenz.
Quazi, not surprisingly, talked about how close the team is as
well.
“My favorite thing is when I get to see how closely bonded our
team is. If it is us joking in our group chat, during practice, or at a
party-- a close-knit team is something that can't be replaced,” said
Quazi.
“This year, the energy from the players is great, and no matter
what happens, we always have each others' backs. We had bonding
experiences too, from a team dinner that one of the players hosted,
to eating McDonald's for dinner on the ride back from one of our
away matches,” stated Aly.
Quazi did not attend sectionals this year, but Aly went as an
extra player and Lorenz and her partner, Sophia Farkouh, played
fourth doubles.
“This year, for team sectionals, we automatically advanced to
the second round where we played against Camden. Our 4-3 close
victory against Camden allowed us to move on to play CBA in the
third round. Unfortunately, we did not advance any further, but
once again, we played with our hearts,” said Lorenz.
Lorenz said she was also looking forward to cheering on her
teammates during individual sectionals.

Lorenz, Aly, and Quazi at the pep rally.

Lorenz and Farkouh play fourth

Photos submitted by Megan Lorenz and Rawan Aly
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“Trust the Process”
Girls XC season coming to a close, hopeful for a sectional win
Grace D’Ambrosio
Staff Writer
While running three miles at top speed may not
sound appealing to most people, it is the heart and
soul of cross country runners. This year’s girls cross
country team can attest to that. The team is working
their way closer to sectionals, and is hopeful for a
successful meet.
The XC team had a very good start to their
season, coming in 2 - 2 in the league and doing very
well in invitationals. While the loss of some of last
year’s seniors may have weakened the team, the
overwhelming opinion is that the team is on the rise.
The underclassmen, especially the freshmen, have
found their place on this team.
2017 XC senior runners Fallon O’Toole, Angie Malhotra, Carly Cabral,
According to senior Fallon O’Toole, “We have
Liz Haddad, and Emma Anweiler
some freshman this year that are definitely securing
spots in the top 10 varsity team.”
This team’s end goal, as per usual, was to to be successful in the Tri Valley League meet (TVLs) and sectionals. Leading up to TVLs
the team worked day after day to achieve their goals. Many girls have achieved their personal best times, and every runner on the team
put forth their best effort every day. This hard work ethic truly contributed to the team's performance at TVLs.
“I know the girls are all working so hard, and I’m proud of
how far they’ve come, from our top girl down to our tail end
runner,” said Gabby DeSanctis, a junior on the team.
The loss at TVLs has only brought this team closer together.
“Although the team lost at TVLs, many people bonded over
being in the same situation and rediscovering their love of the
sport” stated sophomore runner Bianca Durso.
Many members of this team have said that it feels like a family.
The five seniors have been doing XC together since the 7th grade,
and try to make XC as fun for the underclassmen as possible.
Fallon O’Toole described the team as being filled with Aunts.
“We’ve got the Aunt that likes to knit, the Aunt’s that are
always pranking and telling jokes, the Aunt who listens and gives
advice, and a whole load of crazy cousins under their guidance.”
The team is still aiming and working for a sectional title. XC
Coach Andrea Lewis said, “Sectionals can be anybody’s day to
2017 XC team after a hike up Bald Mtn.
shine. Racing is a day by day thing, and hopefully that day is our
day.”

Photos submitted by Fallon O’Toole
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Spartan in the Sportlight:
Kennedy Massoud
Joe Puccio
Staff Writer
The bars, beam, floor, and
vault. These four events seem
fairly difficult to an outsider. But a
gymnast who has spent tireless
hours in the gym perfecting her
craft can tackle these obstacles and
become one of the best in the
business.
Here in New Hartford, there
are only a handful of individuals
that can achieve success on these
events. They are so prestigious,
they are earned the title of
gymnast. One of those gymnasts is
sophomore Kennedy Massoud.
Kennedy has been a gymnast for
the school team since seventh
grade, in each year qualifying for
sectionals and states. She has lots
of people around her, friends and
family, that support her.
Gymnastics is a very rigourous
sport. This means that practicing
is at the utmost importance. At the
high school level of gymnastics,
practice must be a time well spent.
Practice lasts for long hours so that
each gymnast can create her own
personal style.
“I always try to do my best at
practice so I can do well at the meet,”
said Kennedy Massoud.
Eli Ward, the gymnastics play by
play commentator for New Hartford
Central Radio, notices Kennedy’s work
ethic both in and out of the gym.

“Kennedy is a very determined gymnast,” said Ward.
“Outside of the gym, she is much more focused on school and life
in general. She is extremely kind and a very trustworthy person.”
A gymnast is mostly critiqued on the creativity of their
routine and the gymnast’s success at
that specific routine. Creativity is a
huge piece to the routines selected by
gymnasts. Eli Ward can definitely tell
which part of Kennedy’s overall
performance is the most creative,
which turns out to become the most
successful.
“In my opinion, her floor routine
is the most impressive due to the
originality it has packed in it.”
Ward also compared Massoud to a
professional gymnast.
“Kennedy would be most
compared to Ragan Smith. Smith is
a very small gymnast with lots of
power and a lot of determination.”
Ragan Smith, age 17, was the
Olympic alternate for Team USA at
the Rio Games in 2016. The four
foot eight prodigy has a fantastic
floor routine. She scored a 14.500 on
the floor at the 2016 Olympic Trials
and finished with an all around score
of 58.700, which was good enough
for fifth place. Placed above her was
Simone Biles, Lauren Hernandez,
Ally Raisman, and Mykayla Skinner.
Competition-wise, gymnastics is

Here is Kennedy Massoud performing her
routine on the floor at the 2017 Level 7/8
Regional Championships in Springfield,
Massachusetts on April 22-23rd, 2017.
Photo by New York United States of
America Gymnastics.

an individual sport. But beyond the
stat sheets, these girls consider
gymnastics as a team sport. The team
loves to think that they are a family.
“We are all very close,” said Kennedy.
“I always try to help them whenever I can
if they need advice or need help with
something.”

Massoud, continued onto next page
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Massoud, continued from previous page
Sometimes, the term “family” can be taken literally.
Kennedy’s younger sister, Madelyn Massoud (8th grade), also
competes for the Spartans. Having siblings on the same team
can be a positive thing for the team as positive reinforcement
and negative critiquing can be understood better from a family
member other than a coach.
“Having Madelyn on the team helps me out a lot,” said
Massoud. “She teaches me to try new tricks that I’m afraid of.
She and I are different in that way. She is never afraid to try
something new. I try to teach her to keep going even when she
feels like giving up.”
This connection for NH Gymnastics has corresponded to
the most section championships out of any sport at New
Hartford. As a result, they are almost always represented in the
state tournament. They hope to become state champions this
year as well.
“Making sectionals is difficult,” says Eli Ward. “But since
they have a great reputation, I know it is not out of the range
of possibility. States is a much more difficult task but once
again, she is a great gymnast, and New Hartford has a great
team.”
Kennedy and the rest of the Spartan Gymnasts tumbled
their way to another Section title on October 20th at CNY
Gymnasium at 9 AM. They will advance to States.
Kennedy Massoud is well-liked around school and the gym
because of her hard work and dedication. She can face any
obstacle in life and defeat it. She is a well-rounded gymnast
and student that will be successful in anything she does in her
life.

“Outside of the gym, she is much
more focused on school and life in
general. She is extremely kind and
a very trustworthy person.”
-Eli Ward on Kennedy Massoud

The 2017 New Hartford Spartan
Gymnastics team at the 4th Annual Breast
Cancer Pink Meet at the Spartans home,
Valley Gymnastics. Listed from front to back
is Madelyn Massoud (’22), Kennedy
Massoud (’20), Miranda Smith (’22), Leigh
Ann Thistleton (’18), and Jensen Todd (’18).
Photo by syracuse.com
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Take A Stand... Or A Knee
NFL Athletes Protest By Kneeling During
National Anthem
Ayla Schnier
Seattle Seahawks’ Colin Kaepernick has come under
national fire in his attempt to draw attention to police brutality.
Colin Kaepernick, along with several other NFL athletes,
has been kneeling during the National Anthem at games to
protest police brutality against African Americans. In recent
weeks, the athletes have been nationally criticized weeks for
disrespecting the military and the flag.
“People should stand for their country,” said Mike
Stappenbeck, a junior at New Hartford High School. “People
put their lives on the line every day to keep us safe. It’s all about
giving back. All you gotta do is stand.”
The most notable criticism comes from President Donald
Trump. At an Alabama rally on September 22, Trump stated
that the NFL should fire players who refuse to stand during the
National Anthem.
“You know, some owner is going to do that. He's going to
say, 'That guy that disrespects our flag, he's fired,'” said Trump.
“And that owner, they don't know it [but] they'll be the most
popular person in this country.”
Several NFL officials have voiced disagreement with
Trump’s sentiments. Commissioner Roger Goodell released a
statement calling the president’s comments “divisive”.
"In this incredibly polarizing time, there’s no longer a place
to sit silently. It’s time to take a stand. We stand for love and
justice and civility. We stand for our players and their
constitutional rights, just as we stand for equality for all people.

Colin Kaepernick (right) and Eric Reid (left) kneel during an NFL
game last year. Photo from the New York Times.

@POTUS Trump, I stand with our soldiers, and I will always stand for
our Flag and our National Anthem.”
Donald Trump, Jr., eldest son of President Trump, tweeted in
support for Pence leaving the game.
"Amen. After almost a decade it's great to have leaders who have
pride in our country again," he tweeted.
Others have criticized Pence’s actions, saying that his protest was
nothing more than a publicity stunt.
“I think he wasted taxpayers’ money for a giant publicity stunt
meant to show that he really didn’t understand what the NFL players
were protesting to begin with,” said Laurel Frisbee, a senior at New
Hartford High School.
On October 10, NFL Commissioner Robert Goodell sent a memo
to all 32 team owners regarding the national anthem. He wrote that
“like many of our fans, we believe that everyone should stand for the
national anthem,” and that “the controversy over the anthem is a barrier
to having honest conversations and making real progress on the
underlying issues.”
Colin Kaepernick’s first demonstration took place August 14, 2016.
He states that his goal is to call attention to police brutality, an issue that
disproportionately affects African Americans. At first, he simply sat
We stand against divisiveness and hate and dehumanization,”
during the anthem, but within a few weeks he switched to kneeling
Pete Carroll, head coach of the Seattle Seahawks, said in an
because he wanted to show more respect for veterans while still voicing
official statement.
protest.
On October 8, Vice President Mike Pence left a game
"I am not going to stand up to show pride in a flag for a country
between the Indianapolis Colts and the San Francisco 49ers after
that oppresses black people, and people of color," Kaepernick said in a
several players knelt during the National Anthem.
"I left today's Colts game because @POTUS and I will not press conference after first sitting out during the anthem. "To me, this is
bigger than football, and it would be selfish on my part to look the other
dignify any event that disrespects our soldiers, our Flag, or our
way. There are bodies in the street, and people getting paid leave, and
National Anthem," Pence wrote on Twitter. “I stand with
getting away with murder.”
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Women in Sports; Jourdan
Rodrigue
Tori Risucci
Staff Writer
NFL Quarterback Cam Newton and the North Carolina Panthers have
only two losses this season, but with Newton’s sexist comments towards a
female sports reporter, they may have tacked on another.
Cam Newton has a weekly scheduled press conference, on the week they
faced the Detroit Lions it feel on Wednesday October 4th. In attendance was
Jourdan Rodrigue, a journalist for the Charlotte Observer, who has been a beat
writer for the Panthers for the past year.
When it came time for Rodrigue’s to ask a question, she was curious
about how proud Newton was of receiver Devin Funchess. She specifically
asked about his success in the physicality of his routes. Grins were already
creeping onto Newton’s face before she even finished her question, and he did Jourdan Rodrigue’s cover photo for her Three and Out
not keep to himself what was so funny.
podcast. Photo taken from Charlotte Five.
“It’s funny to hear a female talk about routes,” Newton said between smiles. Although according to Rodrigue and every other
reporter in the room, there was nothing funny about it at all. According to Scott Fowler, Rodrigue’s colleague from The Observer, there
was complete silence in a room of 30 media members.
Newton went on to answer her question professionally, but unfortunately the damage had already been done. Newton took a
minute to speak with Jourdan after the conference where he allegedly expressed his regret for said remarks, even though his intention
was more sarcastic, rather than harmful.
After the press conference was finished and Newton’s comments were public, Rodrigue took to Twitter, posting, “I don’t think it is
“funny” to be a female and talk about routes. I think it’s my job.”
According to The Guardian newspaper, Dannon Yogurt decided to drop their sponsorship of Cam Newton. Their spokesperson
Michael Neuwirth, said they were “shocked and disheartened” by Newton’s comments.
Joe Molanare, a junior and baseball player for New Hartford High School, believes there is “not really any room” for that kind of
sarcasm.
Alexis Falvo, a senior on the swim team at New Hartford High School, agrees with most of the media that a reporter should not be
judged on gender, but rather knowledge. Falvo feels his comments were
not meant offend anyone, and it was just another remark about how,
“Females are often stereotyped as not knowing anything about sports.”
“I think an apology is enough,” Falvo concluded.
And apologize is just what Newton did. The day after, October
5th, Cam Newton took to Twitter, posting a video apologizing to the
public for his remarks.
“After careful thought, I understand that my word choice was
extremely degrading and disrespectful,” Newton began. He continued
on speaking to the people that took offense, and emphasized on the fact
that he has two daughters himself. He expressed his regret and ended
the video by saying, “I sincerely apologize and hope that you can find
Newton caught smiling during his October 4th press conference.
Photo taken from US Weekly.
the kindness in your heart to forgive me.”
Newton and the Panthers went on to win their game against the Detroit with a three point lead.
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EA TU RE
Fall-ing in Love With
Raquette Lake
Jenna Circelli
Staff Writer
A fun class available to students is Ecology with Mr. McNair,
which is a class that is about more than just nature, it is also a way
to connect with the world around us.
The class gives students the opportunity to travel to Raquette
Lake in either the fall or winter.
Through October 1st-October 4th, around 20 students packed
their bags for an adventure that would be sure to leave a positive
impact.
Once off the bus, the students left their New Hartford lives
behind to experience something new.
Up at Camp Huntington there is no cell service, so everyone
on the trip had to learn what it was like to go 4 days without
checking the typical things like Twitter and Instagram.
“It was actually nice not having service and not having to
check my phone,” says senior Nick Falchi.
“My favorite thing about the trip was not having cell service for
Picture taken by Ms.Sullivan at Death Falls from the
4 days and really being able to enjoy my surroundings and the
newnartfordspartansyearbook Instagram
people I was with. I was able to be in the moment with our activities without the distraction of my phone. I learned that I can last a while
without cell service and how unimportant it actually was to me. On the last day I realized I didn’t even want my cell service back because
things were more simple without it,” says senior Rachel Cole.
Senior William Eisenhut also states that he would’ve rather had a few more days at camp instead of going back to life with phones and
service.
The trip includes many exciting things to do.
“One of my favorite activities had to be going kayaking because I loved going all around the lake to places I hadn’t seen yet,” Eisenhut
says.
Falchi says his favorite part about the trip was being away from New Hartford and school
for a couple days and just being with friends.
“My favorite activity was the night hike. It was very serene and there’s really no other
place it would be acceptable to look at the stars in a field with 16 other people than in
Raquette Lake,” says Cole.
At the camp, everyone was given responsibilities. The basic ones included cleaning up
after yourself in the cabin and then cleaning the entire cabin as a group at the end for
the next people to come in. There is also kitchen patrol or “KP” where for one of the
days you are assigned to bring out the food and set the tables.
Photo taken by Nick Falchi

	


Like many adventures taken in life, the experience came with its challenges.

One challenge Falchi says is “ Waking up so early and being able to go through the day without sleeping.”
Continued on Next Page
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Raquette Lake, continued from previous page	


When at the camp, you’re bound to miss basic things from home.
“I probably missed my bed and shower the most at home, the showers and beds at Raquette Lake were suitable but nothing beats sleeping
in your own bed,” says Cole.
The trip opened up each person to meeting new people in a way you can’t really do in a classroom of a school.
“I feel like I became a lot more social by the end of the trip and was able to talk to anyone and everyone which is something I wouldn’t be
able to do before this trip. What made my experience unique was the friendships that came out of it. I feel like at the end I had a lot more
people I could call my friend. I even felt like I grew closer with people who were already my friends before the trip. I wasn’t expecting everyone
to get so close to one another. By the last day everyone was very social and loving towards each other,” says Eisenhut.
Falchi says one thing he will take away from the trip is how you can get to know a lot of people who you didn’t know before in such a small
amount of time.
Falchi and Eisenhut both took many pictures on the trip of the landscape and the people, that can’t be re-created anywhere in New
Hartford.
“As soon as I took out my camera everyone wanted me to take pictures of them,” says Falchi about a favorite memory from the trip.
The trip overall was an experience that each person will have for the rest of their lives. The 3 people interviewed, and the rest of the people
who went on the trip surely recommend to anyone to have the experience of Raquette Lake.
“This trip was one of the best experiences of my life and I would recommend it to everyone I know, even if they aren’t really into the
outdoors,” says Eisenhut.
“I highly recommend going on the trip, it is something that you will be able to do only once in your life,” says Falchi.
“I absolutely recommend the trip to anyone, I’m usually one to always be on my phone and being away from it on this trip was no problem.
Everyone should experience the joys of Raquette Lake,” says Cole.

Photo taken by Nick Falchi of Raquette Lake
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“We do have one more
thing”
The famous words said by the late Apple
Founder Steve Jobs were uttered once more
by CEO Tim Cook.
Joe Puccio
Staff Writer
November 3rd, 2017. A day when passionate tech enthusiasts
sleep outside Best Buy in sleeping bags and tents, waking up at
midnight, and standing in line for the new iPhone X. Although
Black Friday will be weeks after that, the most excited Apple fans
would never wait a month for a discount on the best, most
enhanced iPhone to date.
So what is this iPhone X all about? The iPhone X (referred to
as the iPhone 10 because of the tenth anniversary of the iPhone.
X is the roman numeral for ten) is the newest iPhone that will be
released along with the iPhone 8 and the iPhone 8S. According to
apple.com, the new iPhone X is the first iPhone that is entirely a
screen. There is no home button, so old “gestures” such as swiping
up will return you to the home page. The new iphone is also
damage and water proof. Each side of the iPhone X is covered in
surgical-grade stainless steel which is also water and dust resistant.

The iPhone X wirelessly charging on a
Mophie Charging Base. Photo by PR
Newswire

CEO Tim Cook presenting the iPhone X for the first
time at the Steve Jobs Theater in Cupertino, CA.
Photo by The Verge.
iPhone X has Face ID instead of the fingerprint
identification included in all models from the iPhone 5s to present
day models. By using facial mapping (with a little help from
“30,000 little dots” located near the front camera), the iPhone X
can create a 3D depth image of your face that can be used to
unlock the phone, purchase apps, and allow access for Apple Pay.
The camera for the phone has been improved as well. The
camera has a full depth option where it can focus on the full depth
of your face so you can send your selfies. The iPhone X is also the
first iPhone to have wireless charger. You plug the charging mat
into an outlet, lay the phone on the mat, and your phone will
begin charging.
With every positive thing, there must be negatives as well.
According to TechRadar, this phone comes in at a whopping
$999, which may make the average Apple users hesitant to spend
that much money on a cell phone. Also, the wireless charging mat
is not included in the purchase. Apple is selling products from
Belkin and Mophie. Belkin is selling the Boost Up Wireless
Charging Mat and this retails for $60. Mophie is selling their pad
for $60 as well. Apple CEO Tim Cook calls these outrageous
prices a “value price” according to The Verge.
“I will not buy the iPhone X because of the price,” says
NH junior Josh Farmer. “It also seems too complicated. All of the
new features will be tough to learn.”
Mr. Amante, the Emerging Technologies and Computer
Apps teacher, is also an Apple Developer. He agrees with CEO
Tim Cook about the pricing of the new iPhone.

Continued to next page
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“While the perception that the iPhone X is much more
expensive than many of the other smartphones on the
market, it really is not much different. All of the new high
end Android phones from the likes of Samsung and
Google all cost $800+. With that being said, for years,
consumers have been used to paying "just a few hundred
dollars" for very expensive smartphones that cost $700+.
Why? Because the carriers heavily subsidized them if you
agreed to a two year contract with them as your cell
provider.”
Mr. Amante also gave more insight on the iPhone.
Photo by YourStory.com
“I think the iPhone X is already an impressive device,”
says Mr. Amante. “Certainly, time will tell what it will be like to use it once it ships in the near future. Overall, it is already poised to be
a very popular well-designed piece of equipment as all of Apple’s mobile hardware has done over the past ten years.”
Apple has said that they have re-invented the smartphone with the iPhone X. Mr. Amante tends to disagree with this statement.
“I don’t know if that is exactly the best way to describe it beyond marketing purposes...If you observed past history, Apple usually
isn’t always the first to implement new features but it diligently watches the market as new technologies are introduced and tried in
various products.”
“I'm strongly considering getting the new iPhone X as an upgrade from my 7,” says Mr. Amante. “The reason I moved to Apple's
program over my own carrier's options is the plan covers Applecare+ automatically should my phone need any repair or service over
two years, a likely scenario that seems inevitable from time to time no matter how well I treat my equipment. Plus, it guarantees I can
get an upgrade next year when new devices are launched. However, with the supply shortages being predicted for the iPhone X at
launch in the next few weeks, as well not being sure the technologies it offers match my lifestyle fully, I'm not sure if it is the right
device for me.”
So the iPhone X may be the best iPhone ever created, but it comes with a hefty price and early versions of the phone may
experience bugs (or glitches to the phone). But, the new and improved features will make tech fans flood into retail stores or type away
on the Apple website. Also, the pricing may seem a bit expensive, the newest Samsung Note8 is selling for approx. $1,000. It may be a
large price, but it is reasonable due to competition.
Pre-ordering of the iPhone X begins at midnight on October 27. The phone, as mentioned earlier, will be available November
3rd, so mark your calendars. If you are interested in the iPhone 8 and 8 Plus, it is currently available on the market.

“Overall, it is already poised to be a very popular
well-designed piece of equipment as all of Apple’s
mobile hardware has done over the past ten years.”
-Mr. Amante
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Toys R Us Bankruptcy
The store we all know and love is closing its
doors to the public
Hannah Russo, Staff Writer
Toys R Us, every child’s ideal place of happiness A fun-filled
store lined with aisles and aisles of
toys for children of all ages. From
Hot Wheels and Barbies to high
tech karaoke machines and
remote control cars, Toys R Us
Picture from https://
has always been a favorite. Kids
www.google.com/search?
running up and down every aisle,
eyes wide with excitement,
grabbing toys off the shelf, this store embodied every child’s idea
of magic. However, the magic spark of Toys R Us is slowly
fading due to bankruptcy. Toys R Us is one of the largest toy
store chains since its opening in 1957. Recently, it has just been
revealed to the public that Toys R Us has just filed for bankruptcy
protection.
“The retailer sought Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection late
Monday evening in federal court, seeking a way out of the $5
billion in debt it has racked up” stated by Lauren Gensler, a Forbes
staff member.
Michael Corkery, a New York Times reporter also reported,
“The company faced
$400 million in debt
payment coming due in
2018 and was burning
through its cash.”
What Toys R Us
kept behind closed doors Picture from https://www.google.com/
for years was the constant competition with other businesses such
as Amazon and Walmart, two businesses who offer strong
customer service and provide easy access to online services. With
the best efforts of keeping the stores open and thriving, the
company is in the process of creating an AR, Augmented Reality
app to get more shoppers involved. The app is called Play
Chaser.
“Play Chaser works by scanning signs scattered across each
Toys R Us shop, which unlocks content like mini-games and

other play experiences,” and according to Thuy Ong, a journalist
for The Verge.
The app also includes fun games and other activities that can
be played with others to earn “in-app currency (called stars) by
completing quests and games.”
News of the bankruptcy has caused many children to be
upset and has even caused children to take action. Nine-year-old
boy Andrew, wrote a letter to the judge in fear of Toys R Us
closing. Andrew stated three reasons as to why the store closing
would be bad for kids,
"Kids like that there is a store just for them,” writes Andrew.
Kids would rather be promised a trip to Toys R Us than any
other store. Kids can run through the aisles at Toys R Us and find
stuff they like, but in any other store there won't just be toys, Kids
might not have a device to see online stores or, it's easier to
browse in a real store than online.”
Andrew concluded his letter by writing,
“please don't let Toys R Us close, it will make kids very
unhappy.”
Luckily for Andrew, “Toys R Us says it intends
to continue operating its 1,600 Toy R Us and Babies R Us
locations around the world as it restructures its debt.”
Fallon O’Toole, a high school student, gave her input on how
she felt as a young adult about the bankruptcy. While many
would argue bankruptcy would affect mostly the workers, Fallon
believes “The workers will lose their jobs, but the bankruptcy
would affect families, mostly children because it is one of the few
stores that is dedicated to selling toys.”
Although Fallon has not been to Toys R Us for a while she
still remembers the things she loved most about the store.
“There was always a huge variety of toys to choose from,
there were so many options it was
overwhelming, but it was great
because it was somewhere both my
sister and I could shop.” Fallon said.
Despite the fact of
the unfortunate news, Toys R Us
has high intentions of getting back
on track with their business, which
makes children, such as Andrew,
Picture from
and even adults happy and hopeful. https://www.google.com/
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PROFILES
Teacher Diaries:
Math Edition
Grace D’Ambrosio
Staff Writer

Mr. Romanow
Originally from New
Hartford,Mr. Romanow, who
attended Miles Elementary and
graduated from New Hartford
High School in 2008. Today, He
is teaching in the very building
he received his high school
education. He is coworkers with
some of his former teachers,
and walks through the same
halls he took classes in.
Mr. Romanow teaches Algebra
1, Elementary Statistics, and
Computer Science here at New Hartford High School.
During his sophomore year of high school Mr. Romanow
wanted to be a pharmacist. However after taking chemistry he
stated, “I thought the world of pharmacy would be better off
without me.” He then chose to be a math teacher because he
enjoyed his high school math classes and teachers. In an email
Mr. Romanow revealed,“I still can’t believe that I’m working with
some of the people who inspired me to become a teacher.”
Mr. Romanow has a Bachelor's degree in Mathematics from
SUNY Geneseo and a Masters degree in Curriculum
Development and Instructional Technology from SUNY Albany.
He returned to New Hartford to be close to his family and
because he was familiar with the area.
Outside of school Mr. Romanow can be found washing his
car (at least once a week). He also enjoys traveling to New York
City for the food and shows. He also participates in competitive
bowling in his free time.
If he were to teach anything else in the high school Mr.
Romanow stated that he would enjoy teaching English or Music.
However, he loves teaching high school math and watching his
students grow into adults. “It’s awesome to be able to witness
their last days as high school students and first days as adults.”

Mrs. Zippin
“This is my dream job! Why
would I ever want to do
anything else?”
This comment from Mrs.
Zippin, a teacher here at the
high school, truly embodies the
love she has for her career.
Mrs. Zippin the AP
Calculus teacher at New
Hartford High School.
Originally from Little Falls NY,
Mrs. Zippin earned her BS in
Secondary Mathematics from
SUNY Oneonta and her MBA from the University of Phoenix.
Before choosing math, Mrs. Zippin wanted to be an English
teacher but decided that she didn’t want to grade essays. She said
she loves math because of “it’s beauty and necessity in life.” Math
presents a puzzle, and she can’t let go until it is solved.
Mrs. Zippin plays the piano and often plays the organ at her
church on holidays. She loves to travel and visit family. She is often
in New York City, Boston, or New Hampshire to visit her children.
One of Mrs. Zippin’s favorite things is hearing from her
former students. She stated that she loves seeing old students, even
to just catch up. Her favorite part of teaching is the “aha moment,”
when a student finally understands something they had been
struggling with.
“It makes all of the hard work worth it,” she says.
For Mrs. Zippin the hard work that comes with dealing with
high school students pays off in the end. She said before that
teaching is her dream job. She’s been doing it for years, and
probably will for many more.
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Spartan Profile
A day in the life of
Woodsman Mike
Joshua Farmer
Staff Writer
Shooting bow and arrow, the casting
of the fishing pole, and a sunset over the
lake, three of the best ways to enjoy
nature. These are some of the activities
that Mike Stappenbeck enjoys the most.
While most kids are on their phones or
playing video games during the weekends,
Mike can be found at his camp on Gorton
Lake enjoying the outdoors. This is where
Mike is at peace with himself.
Mike Stappenbeck is currently a junior at New Hartford High
School and has has lived in this area his whole life. Mike has a
strong passion for shooting bow and arrow and enjoys taking part
in archery competitions in Waterville, Cassidy Hollow, and Trenton
Falls. Mike’s personal best score being 374 ( with a perfect score
being 400). Mike credits his Grandpa for introducing him to
archery and for pushing him to do his very best.
“My Grandpa has always been into archery and when I was
old enough to be responsible with a bow. He bought me one for my
14th birthday,”
The feelings Mike experiences when he shoots an arrow are
what motivates him to keep practicing and improving his skills.
“That single moment you have that arrow ready to shoot is a
magical moment. Every distraction around you goes away and it’s
just between you and the target,” Mike said.
Mike's home away from home is his camp on Gorton Lake. At
his camp when Mike isn’t shooting his bow and arrow, he can be
found fishing, frog hunting, kayaking, biking, hiking through the
woods, or riding his four wheeler. You can find Mike listening to
country music as well while up at his camp- most oftenly on his
speaker is the Zac Brown Band.
“When I first met him I thought he might be a city slicker. But
he proved to be quite the opposite and his four wheeler skills has
improved over the years tremendously,” Long time friend of Mike’s,
Emma Smith, said about Mike and his love for the outdoors.
Emma continued on telling a great story of a special time they
went frog hunting together,

Mike preparing his bow to shoot the target. Photo
Submitted my Mike Stappenbeck.
“One of the first times we went frog hunting, he thought that
the frogs were dead. Once he realized that weren’t dead, he tried to
catch some of them and they started hopping out of his reach.”
Emma said.
In addition to being an avid outdoorsman, Mike is a very
dedicated student-athlete. He is currently taking two AP classes
(English and U.S. History). Mike is a very talented trumpet player.
He has played in the school band since 4th grade. He was also in
the marching band for 4 years, where he enjoyed being a part of
two of the Marching Spartans state titles. Mike competes in cross
country, basketball and outdoor track as well.
Mike has a very laid back personality and has a positive
outlook on life. No matter what life throws at him, he is never
phased. Mike firmly believes that people should let their problems
“marinate” and not rush to assumptions. He believes a sense of
humor is an essential quality for people to help themselves and
others on the journey of life.
Mike has made many friends over the years through the many
activities he takes part in. Close friend and basketball teammate,
Austin Dropkin stated,
“Mike always knows how to make someone laugh even if they
are in a bad mood. For many years, he has had my back, no matter
what.”
Mike sets very high goals for himself and likes to attack
difficult tasks head on. These strong characteristics suit him well for
what he plans to do in the future.

Woodsman Mike continued on next page
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S P A RTA N P RO F ILE
Woodsman Mike continued from previous page
“I plan to apply for the U.S. Air Force Academy. It won’t be easy to get into the academy, but with hard work, perseverance, and help
from my family and friends, I can do it,” Mike said.
Mike’s father is retired from armed services after serving for 22 years in the Navy. This is where Mike’s love for his country originated.
Mike wants to give great things back to his country that has done great things for him.
Mike has a very strong love for his family, his country and the outdoors. With his “marinate” mentality and the hard work he puts into
everything he does, nothing will get in the way of Mike Stappenbeck accomplishing great things for many years to come.

Mike with a great catch. Photo Submitted by
Mike Stappenbeck.

“ Mike always knows how to
make someone laugh even if they are
in a bad mood. For many years, he
has had my back, no matter
what.””-Austin Dropkin
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Senior Profile
Senior Profile: Jillian Soggs
Brittany Williams
Staff Writer

Photo submitted by Jillian Soggs
Jillian Soggs is a bubbly and charismatic 17 year old senior
at New Hartford Senior High. She has always gone to this school
and lived in New Hartford for her whole life.
Jillian participates in Leadership Core, a club based around
leading others in our community, and she is very excited about
being in the club because it’s her first year.
Some of Jill’s favorite things to do in her free time are listen
to showtunes, sleep, do her homework (sometimes) and watch
random movies.
A few of her favorite musicals are The Book of Mormon,
Wicked and Legally Blonde. Her favorite movie at the moment is
Sully. Her favorite food is peaches, she said she can’t live without
them. Soggs also loves Kylie Jenner and all of her drama. Her
favorite teacher is Mrs. Silvestri, the forensics teacher at New
Hartford Senior High. Jillian loved Psychology with Mr.
Christman which she took at the Senior High.
Soggs works at Chanatry's in Utica, NY.
“I have a passion for checking out people’s groceries. 4088 is
red bell peppers. 4062 is cucumbers and 4011 is bananas”,
Jillian said.
Soggs’ family consists of her mother and her stepfather as
well as her father, her younger brother and her older sister. She
has two dogs, one named Bella and another one named Nikki.

“Over the summer I didn’t really do much,” Jillian continues
“I went to a leadership camp called Leaders For Life and it’s
extremely life changing. I wish everyone could experience it.”
Jillian isn’t sure exactly where she wants to go to school yet
however she knows that she wants to teach history to high school
students.
“My favorite thing about being a senior is knowing and
appreciating all of the moments that are good in school because
they’re my last.” Soggs said, reflecting on her favorite thing about
being a senior.
Although being a senior and getting closer and closer to
graduation is exciting, it can also be a sad experience. “It hasn’t
hit me yet but I’ve been in the New Hartford school system, my
whole life. When I leave (...).” Jillian said.
“I love this school”, Soggs says, “contrary to a lot of people’s
opinions. We have it a lot better than many.” She said that she’s
excited to graduate, “even though I’m peeing my pants over the
thought of it.”
Jill’s advice for the underclassman is, “Get yourself together
early! It benefits you in the long run!”

“Jill is a lively person
who knows how to
make every experience
fun” - Jenna Circelli
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SENIOR PROFILE
Sarah Shatla
Jenna Circelli
Staff Writer

Picture of Sarah Shatla taken by William Eisenhut at Hamiliton College

Sarah Shatla is a self assured and determined 17 year old
senior at New Hartford High School.
In Sarah’s future, she would like to attend med school and then
specialize in dermatology.
One of Sarah’s friends, Leila Marhamati, even said “Sarah will
become an awesome dermatologist and make lots of money.”
Another close friend, Bianca Zumpano, also said she would
become a successful doctor one day.
Over the summer, Sarah attended a program in Boston that
helped her learn more about the medical field.
In order to get into a med school, Sarah works for her grades
and says being recognized for the hard work she does is something
that really makes her day.
Besides academics, Sarah also enjoys tennis and running. She
did outdoor track for three years, indoor track for one year, and
most recently decided to join the tennis team two years ago. These
sports have helped Sarah meet new people as well as give her a new
challenge.
Sarah says her favorite teacher in school was Mr. Anderson.
“He’s the funniest teacher I’ve ever had. He’s very kind and
thoughtful to everyone,” she said.
Outside of school Sarah loves to hang out with friends, go
shopping, or go to the gym. Like many teenagers, her favorite
things are her phone, laptop and her bed.

Sarah likes to go see movies often but her all time favorite
movie is Wolf of Wall Street because she really enjoys Leonardo
DiCaprio’s acting and he is the star of the film.
Sarah’s favorite place to be is at the beach. She really enjoys
life around oceans. As well as liking beachy surroundings, she likes
being around city environment.
Sarah is someone who is always up for trying something new.
A few months ago the ecology club took a white water rafting
trip that was the perfect adventure for Sarah. Throughout the trip
Sarah joked about falling in, and when she finally got to sit in the
front, the raft hit a rock and she flew in the air and into the water.
The water was cold and fast, but despite any panic, she was able to
get back in the raft.
“I thought I was going to die but my friends saved me,” says
Sarah.
Friends Leila and Bianca will both miss Sarah very much after
high school.
“Don’t forget me because I love you!” says Leila.
“Don’t have too much fun without me and stay true to
yourself,” says Bianca.

Sarah and her friend on the Boston trip
over the summer

Sarah and Jenna at Otesaga Resort Hotel
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MUSIC
McCartney rocks the Dome

Photo from WKBK

Rock Icon, Paul McCartney plays with an energy
like he is back in the Cavern Club
Antonio Ricco
Staff Writer
On September 23, ex-Beatle Paul McCartney came to the Syracuse
Dome. This was a long awaited show. Many years before in 1993
McCartney planned a concert in Syracuse. Only for it to be cancelled so
that McCartney could prepare for a TV concert. 20,000 tickets had
already been sold. Many people were crushed to hear that the star
cancelled his concert.
But thankfully the rock icon came back to the city. This excited
many long time Beatles fans. Some fans from New Hartford went to the
show, including Tanya Melnyk, a New Hartford High School student
and Mr. Paul Vitagliano, a counselor at New Hartford. Both loved the
concert and McCartney.
McCartney played and acted as if he was half his age throughout
the concert as stated by Syracuse.com.
“It amazes me he can play three hours with just a 5 minuteinformal
intermission towards the end. He’s the best!” Tanya Melnyk, a junior,
stated.
His energy can also be seen through his often joking with the
crowd. He made a reference to his hometown of Liverpool, then
clarifying “Not the one here, the other one.” The joking done by this
icon added a greater connection to the audience. When it comes to
large names the attendees often feel a distance between themselves and
the musician. But McCartney made sure to personalize the concert.
Both Melnyk and Vitagliano had similar favorite parts and songs
from the concert. The favorite for Vitagliano was when McCartney
described how he came up with the song “Here Today”. This song was
written for John Lennon after he was assassinated on December 8th,
1980. “Here Today” was Vitagliano’s favorite song of the night.

	


	


Photo from 97Rock

Melnyk’s favorite songs were the ones dedicated to people
like his wife Linda, and his old bandmates John and George.
But she had a very special experience.
“It was during ‘Hey Jude’ and ‘Let It Be,’ everyone in the
audience pulled out their phone flashlight and waved it above
their head as if they were lighters. Since the Dome was dark
except for the lights coming from the stage, it was really pretty
to look at and it felt like a bonding experience to have your
phone light up with everyone else sharing great music from a
fantastic musician,” said Melnyk.

“‘It was just amazing, I
couldn’t express the
feeling of being a fan of
him for such a long time
and him being in the same
room as me,’”
said Mr. Paul Vitagliano.
The concert almost set the Dome on fire. Both figuratively
and literally. The Pyrotechnics from “Live and Let Die” set a
few steel beams on fire on the right side of the stage. It would
then be quickly put out during the show, according to
Syracuse.com. Aside from this the show went smoothly and
was loved by many of the fans in attendance.
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Classic Kickback
The Godfather of Heavy Metal
How Ozzy Osbourne changed a genre
Antonio Ricco
Staff Writer
As Halloween is nearing it is a good idea to listen to music that
matches the season. But that doesn’t mean listening to “the Monster
Mash” and Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.” It means listening to the Prince
of Darkness himself: Ozzy Osbourne.
Ozzy Osbourne is often credited as being one of the early
originators of metal. Osbourne first joined the band Rare Breed in 1967
with bassist Geezer Butler, only for it to be broken up after two shows.
After this Butler and Osbourne formed a band with guitarist Tony
Iommi and drummer Bill Ward. This band was first named Earth, but
after a booking error the name would be changed to Black Sabbath in
1969. From this point on the band went on to create nine albums.
The band’s first album Black Sabbath is steeped in sounds of darkness
and eeriness. The first song on this album begins with the sound of
church bells, rain, and thunder which sends chills through the listener’s
body. This dark opening song was molded this way by Butler after he
had woken up one day and saw black figures at the end of his bed,
according to Rolling Stone. Later in the album the song “The Wizard”
opened with harmonica not common for the style of music. In this
album the band played with evil and the occult. The song “N.I.B.” is
written from the viewpoint of Lucifer. Many people at the time were
scared and interested in the band’s music. This album is often
considered the first true heavy metal album but received a bad rap from
music critics of the time.

A picture of Osbourne (bottom left) with the rest of his band mates
from Black Sabbath. Photo from Wikipedia.
Their second album, Paranoid, was loved by fans but was not
well received by critics. Songs off the album had a more political
sense than before. Songs like “War Pigs” stood out as anti-war
anthems. The band even made fun of racist skinheads in the
song “Fairies Wear Boots,” according to
lyricinterpretations.com. But this album did get backlash. A
young nurse committed suicide and the album was playing on
her turntable when she was found. People stated that the album
made her take her life because of its depressing sound and
appeared Satanic focus. Even though this happened the album is
still praised as being a masterpiece and went on to influence
bands like Metallica, Nirvana, and Soundgarden.

“If you're an American kid, you can't help
but be influenced by Led Zeppelin, Black
Sabbath and the Rolling Stones because
they're always on the radio.” - Chris
Cornell of Soundgarden during
After making many other great albums the band eventually
went into turmoil. The band quickly fell apart. Osbourne was
beginning to work on his first solo album at this time and now
could focus on it. After this the band occasionally backed
Osbourne and made a few reunions to play and record.

Photo of Osbourne from the beginning of his career.
Photo from Pinterest.
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Classic Kickback
Ozzy, continued from previous page
Now that he was solo Ozzy went on and released 11 solo
albums. Many of these albums are highly praised, some people
prefer solo Ozzy compared to his work with Black Sabbath.
Osbourne added a unique feature to all albums he sang on.
His eerie voice and Birmingham accent shaped the music and gave
Black Sabbath its unique sound.

Suggested albums for this month
Jazz- Maiden Voyage by Herbie Hancock

Rock- Forever Changes by Love

Black Sabbath’s first album Black Sabbath. Photo from Wikipedia

Country/ Folk- The Best of by John Denver

Suggested tracks by Osbourne: Wars Pigs, N.I.B., Black
Sabbath, Paranoid, Hand of Doom, Planet Caravan,
Fairies Wear Boots, The Wizard, Mr. Crowley, No More
Tears, Bark at the Moon, Mama, I’m Coming Home.

Albums by Osbourne with Black Sabbath
Black Sabbath (1970)
Paranoid (1970)
Master of Reality (1971)
Vol. 4 (1972)
Sabbath Bloody Sabbath (1973)
Sabotage (1975)
Technical Ecstasy (1976)
Never Say Die! (1978)
13 (2013)

Rap- Black Sunday by Cypress Hill

Alternative/Metal- Toxicity by System of a Down

Albums by Osbourne in solo career
Blizzard of Ozz (1980)
Diary of a Madman (1981)
Bark at the Moon (1983)
The Ultimate Sin (1986)
No Rest for the Wicked (1988)
No More Tears (1991)
Ozzmosis (1995)
Down to Earth (2001)
Under Cover (2005)
Black Rain (2007)
Scream (2010)

Simply Strange- Trout Mask Replica by Captain Beefheart
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MUSIC
NEWS
“HUMANZ” by GORILLAZ
Feel Good with this Classic band
Heath Miller
The “Gorillaz” are a unique, British, animated band
that was created in 1998 and came to relevance in the early 2000’s.
This concept of a virtual band came from musician Damon Albarn
and artist Jamie Hewlett who each had the idea of making a fictional
band which consists of 4 animated members.
They took off with such releases like “19-2000” “Rock the
House” “Clint Eastwood” each released in 2001 under Gorillaz, but
where they really got their reputation from was “Feel Good Inc.”
released in 2005 on the album “Demon Days” which was Nominated
for a Grammy Award for Record of the year and brought the “Gorillaz”
Cover art of “Humanz” from website
into what they are today with its popularity. Being such a significant song
“Showsigoto.com”
in music for the decade due to visuals in their music videos, and it’s
overall music through the song switching from alternative rock to
alternative rap through the song made it worthy for the nomination for Record of the year. Other notable songs released in the album
“Demon Days” which included “DARE” and “Dirty Harry” and later released the album “Plastic Beach” which had “On Melancholy
Hill” and “Broken”. (gorillaz.com`)
Each of the albums had very positive reviews as each were put together nicely. But recently on April 28th 2017 they released their
most recent album Humanz which sticks to the tradition with their music involving a variety of songs whether it be the reggae feel of
Saturn Barz, or the partying feel of “ascension” there is an array of music within this album. But at the same time it still feels different
from the past but that is only because this album seems to reflect or correlate with society in 2017 as music adapts to the time. But none
the less, this is an incredibly unique and vibrant album compared to
their past albums but that’s what makes it stand out in both their
history of songs and with other albums from other artists which results
in this album being engaging to the audience through its overall odd
and strange theme and tone. The album has gained many good reviews
as expected from this band and taking a different turn with their music
seemed to lead to the same result in success. Critics on Metacritic
claimed,

Creators of the “Gorillaz” David Albarn and
Jamie Hewlett from “Billboard.com”

“If you’re a fan, you won’t be disappointed. ... If you’re new
to the zoo, prepare for a 20-track musical trip you won’t
forget in a hurry.” - Mixmag
“So strange, it’s fantastic.” - New Music Express (NME)
The album itself is worthy of a listen as well as their past albums.
The “Gorillaz” are an iconic band for what they accomplished just with
their different approach through a virtual band. They are amazing
none the less and worth the listen whether or not you favor a specific
genre of music the “Gorillaz” seem to cover many different types of
music throughout all their songs. Anyone can easily become interested
with this band.
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MUSIC
A Las Vegas Tragedy
Innocent lives taken at the Harvest Music
Festival
Hannah Russo, Staff Writer
A headline we are all too familiar with within the news
nowadays, another deadly mass shooting. On October 1, shots
rang over the crowd at the Route 91 Harvest country music
festival in Las Vegas taking 58 innocent lives and injuring over
100 people. The shooter, Stephen Paddock, fired hundreds of
rounds of ammunition into the crowd of “concertgoers” around
10 pm from his hotel room, located across from the event.
October 1, a day that will never be forgotten, a day that has
sadly gained the title of the deadliest mass shooting committed by Picture from https://si.wsj.net/public/resources/images/BNone single individual. This tragic incident is so similar to another
“So many people are hurting. They're our children, parents,
devastating event that took place on May 22, in Manchester at
brothers, sisters, friends — they're all part of our family,” he
Ariana Grande’s Dangerous Woman Tour. These incidents are so
continued. “So I want to say to them: We hurt for you and we hurt
heartbreakingly, unbelievable that some cannot fathom the fact
with you. But you can be sure that we’re going to walk through
someone is able to commit such an awful act to ruin so many lives
these tough times together, every step of the way. Because when
of so many innocent individuals. Music is something that makes
America is at its best, our bond and our spirit, it's unbreakable."
people happy, lets them forget their worries, and can speak the
After his very uplifting performance, of the song I Won’t Back
words not all of us know how to. Concerts and festivals are
Down
by Tom Petty, a rock and roll legend who recently died at the
supposed to be places where people feel safe, and comfortable, not
age of 66, he stated that it’s, “Time to come together and stop the
a place where fear is felt.
hate.”
Leigh Ann Thistleton, a senior at New Hartford, shared her
Although this horrific tragedy was truly devastating and took
thoughts on the matter and how she felt about the devastating
many lives, it will not stop people from attending festivals and
news.
listening to the music they love. When tragedy strikes, everyone
“I feel like people should be able to have fun without worrying
comes together to support each other because love is stronger than
about being in danger at any point because concerts are a place to
hate.
just let go of everything and have fun.” Leigh Ann loves music and
she loves how music is so powerful it can “instantly change my
mind when I listen to a certain song.”
Although Leigh Ann loves to attend concerts whenever she
has the opportunity, she stated, “It makes me upset to think
someone is capable and willing to do something so awful to so
many innocent people.” The past tragedies do not scare Leigh
Ann, and although she now takes more caution when attending
concerts, it will not stop her from going and having fun. After this
tragic incident, Jason Aldean, the country singer who was
performing at the Harvest Music Festival when the shots rang out,
performed a tribute song to all the Las Vegas victims and all
families affected on Saturday Night Live. Aldean said,

“It hurts my heart that this would
happen to anyone who was just
coming out to enjoy what should
have been a fun night.
-Jason Aldean
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FASHION
The 90’s Called, they said they Want
Off the Shoulder Tops Back
Anna Papandrea
Staff Writer
2017 was hit with the bare shoulder craze. If anyone walks into stores such as American Eagle, Hollister,
and Forever 21 most of the shirts are off the shoulder. These tops didn’t
just become popular because they were new; they were very popular in
the 90’s too.

	


The tops that were popular of the 90’s were called “bubble tops”

They were usually cropped and off the shoulder. The elastic that sat on
the off the shoulder we scrunched up. The bottom also had elastic,
allowing the fabric to scrunch up as well. They came in floral print
patterns. Another style was skin tight. The top hugs your abdomen and
your arms. The shirt would also be turned into bodysuits so they would be
straight and skin tight.

	


Tiffani Thiessen in Saved by
the Bell wearing a “bubble”
top
Picture from: http://
www.fashionavenueeast.com

Today the shirt is back but not the way that it was in the 90’s. You

can find them in many different cuts and styles. For example, there are
shirts that are more flowy.
Abby McCarthy, a sophomore says “they have changed to have more
styles of the sleeves and become more inclusive” The elastic is at the top
of the shirt and the rest just hangs like a blouse. The bubble shirts
aren't really popular like they were in the 90’s but they have a
revamped version. They aren't cropped any more and include more
long sleeves. Finally the skin tight shirts did not go away. They are back
and very popular. In magazines you can see them paired with skirts
and high waisted jeans. There are also bodysuits they like were

Jennifer Anderson wearing off the
shoulder top
Picture from: http://www.fashiontrain.co.uk

in the 90’s.
You could wear so many things with these revamped shirts. Depending on the cut you
could basically wear anything, including jeans, skirts, and leggings. For jewelry, people have
worn chokers, and long necklaces. Off the shoulder tops are so popular and so easy to be
paired with. If you want to go with the full 90’s look try high waisted jeans, an off the
shoulder top and a choker for an accessory.
Off-the-shoulder tops with, t-shirt fabric range between $10-$15 dollars at Hollister. A
blouse type style ranges between $20-$30. At American Eagle the prices don’t change. They
are similar to Hollister’s. When the aren’t to expensive, it is easy to buy so many. McCarthy
says she owns “at least four of these popular shirts.” When she asked if these shirts were more
fashionable than others her response was “I don’t know because I like a lot of styles of
shirts...better than some shirts but not all.”
Since the 90’s off the shoulder tops have made their way back into fashion. You can style
them with anything and they come at a reasonable price as well. If they are so popular, will
they come back in 2018 or will they start to die out as the cold
Picture from: www.ae.com
weather hits?
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BOOK TALK WITH CONNOR HANSEN
Who Will Make It Out Alive
Connor Hansen
Staff Writer
Ten teens, one maze, and one goal... To escape. The Maze Runner by James Dashner was written in 2009 and has become a favorite
book for people of all ages. This novel has more than ten million copies in print and more to come in the future. The Maze Runner is a five
book series, with the newest book being made in 2016, and two movies out and a third coming in 2018. For those that have not read the book
please know that there will be spoilers.
The main characters in the book are Thomas, Newt, Minho, Teresa, Fry Pan, Alby, Chuck, Gally, Ben, and Zart. Although some
characters have more of an impact than others each has a significant role in the book. In the beginning, The Maze Runner starts off with
Thomas in a blackened area slowly moving up to another unknown area. All of Thomas’s memory has been wiped clean, but the only thing
he can remember is his name.When the doors open, it reveals a group of young men living on a farm like area which turns out to be known
as the Glade. The Glade is surrounded by a series of high walls that protect them from the Grievers that hide in the Maze. If a Griever stings
you, you will go through a process known as the Changing, which is very uncomfortable to watch and painful. Thomas meets the leader of
the group, Alby, and his right hand man, Newt. Chuck is the one who becomes Thomas’s friend. Gally becomes a rival of Thomas’s because
he is suspicious of him. Minho is the leader of the Runners, the Gladers who go out into the Maze in hopes to find a way out.
After being at the Glade for one full day something different happens, a girl shows up to be the first girl in their group which strikes them
as odd. Her name is Teresa. She tells everyone that things are about to change and then falls into a deep coma, she is the last person to arrive
at the Glade. While Teresa is in a coma Thomas feels a connection to her that he doesn’t understand how or why.
Although Thomas has been there for a short period of time he decides he wants to be a runner, but he has much to learn about the maze
and what goes on during the day and night. Thomas is attacked by a boy named Ben who has gone through the changing, Alby banishes him
for attempting to murder Thomas. One day while Minho and Alby are in the Maze, Alby gets stung by a Griever and Minho is forced to
carry him back to the Glade, but unfortunately they do not make it back in time. Thomas decides to run into the maze and risk his life for
Minho and Alby. When the doors are closed, they stay closed until the next day and the Grievers are most active during the night. Thomas
ends up saving Minho and Alby, all three of them survive the night which has never been done before.
Thomas is put in jail for a day for breaking the rules of entering the maze, as soon as he gets out he becomes a member of the Runners
and starts his training under Minho. As Teresa is somewhat recovering from her coma, she telepathically tell Thomas that he has triggered the
end of the Maze Trials. As Alby is recovering from the changing he also seems to know Thomas more and believes he is a part of the
Creators that created the Maze.
Teresa awakens from the coma fully and Thomas is finally able to meet
her. They meet in a wooden section of the maze and Thomas is immediately
attracted to her and believes that they share a history. That night for some
reason the doors to the maze do not shut like they normally do. The Gladers
board up the Homestead, a large house in the Glade, as they wait for the
invasion of Grievers. Once the grievers come Gally tells the group of young
men that every night the Grievers will come and slowly kill all of them, he
then willingly throws himself in front of the Grievers. It also happens to be
that all of the research over the years about the Maze have mysteriously been
burned by someone.
http://www.unitedbypop.com/interviews/jamesThe maps burned were all decoys and Thomas gets a chance to analyze
dashner-interview/ The 5 book series in order from
the maps with Teresa and together they figure out a way to decode the map. In the first book made to the last book made
a final attempt he allows himself to be stung by the grievers to regain some of
his lost memory. Once recovered he
Continued on the next page...
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BOOK TALK WITH CONNOR HANSEN
The Maze Runner, continued from previous page...

tells everyone that Teresa and himself were forced into helping the Creator create the Maze and that the way out is somewhere over a cliff
edge. He also shares with everyone that Teresa and himself have the ability to telepathically talk together.
Thomas leads the Gladers to the cliff edge, which is also the home of the Grievers. They are forced to defend themselves from the
Grievers. They defend against a small army of Grievers and about half of the Gladers are tragically killed leaving about twenty of them left.
Teresa is able to punch in the code from the maps and a secret door opens and the remaining of the Gladers jump through ending the Maze
Trials.
Once through the door the Gladers come face to face with the creators. A women comes out from behind the glass of the rest of the
Creators and with her she has Gally. She tells them that they have done well and Gally pulls out a knife from his pocket and attempts to kill
Thomas, but at the last second Chuck steps in front of Thomas. Chuck receives the impact of the knife, saving Thomas’s life. Thomas leaves
Chuck with the promise that he will find a way to return Chuck to his parents. Thomas reacts to Gally by almost beating him to death.
The book ends with a group of rescuers getting the Gladers, they are moved onto a bus and are there for around two hours. During this
time Thomas learns about the Flare, which is an illness threatening the humanity of the world. The Gladers go to a house of some sort and
sort themselves into bunk beds, everyone feels safe and slowly drift off to bed. When they wake up they find out that the Maze wasn’t the
ending of their situation… But only the beginning.
After reading this book I was very happy with everything that James Dashner wrote. My favorite scene was the opening. It really attracted
the reader and made readers want to read more of the book. Everything throughout the story was thrilling and impactful on the reader. The
character development for all of the characters were delightful and I would highly recommend this book to everyone. Even though this is a
young adult book, adults should read the story due to the impact it has.
Jenna Circelli was one of millions who have read this book and her opinions on it are similar to many. Jenna read this book back in 2015
and still remembers key detail throughout the novel. As she said it, Newt was her favorite character, he was known as “‘the glue.’” Jenna
believes that Thomas would not have been able to do everything that happened in the book without Newt. For Ms. Circelli, the best scene
would be when Thomas runs into the Maze chasing after Minho and Alby. Although it may have
been not the smartest movies it shows bravery and is very intenseful. Jenna began reading ever
since she can remember and came across this book as an amazing find. Jenna would
recommend this book to anyone who enjoys fast paced stories.
Another senior at New Hartford that has read The Maze Runner is Emma Anweiler. She
read the book back in the summer of going into tenth grade, so she doesn’t remember
everything that has happened but still remembers the most thrilling parts. Emma Anweiler’s
favorite scene would have to be in the beginning when Thomas is in the dark box. She enjoys
this scene because it was “mysterious and exciting.” Thomas also happens to be her favorite
character. Ms. Anweiler would recommend this book to anyone that enjoys mysterious and
thrilling books.

“Just follow me and run like your life depends
on it. Because it does.”
― James Dashner, The Maze Runner
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
The_Maze_Runner#/media/
File:The_Maze_Runner_cover.png Cover of the
first Maze Runner Book in the five book series by
James Dashner
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BOOK TALK WITH CONNOR HANSEN
America’s 1925 Favorite
Connor Hansen
Staff Writer
In 1925 F. Scott Fitzgerald may have written one of the most memorable pieces of his
career, The Great Gatsby. According to a Scribner spokesperson, more than 25 million copies of
The Great Gatsby have been sold worldwide since the novel's original publication in 1925, while
more than 15 million copies have been sold in North America alone. If that stat isn’t appealing
enough for readers, another fact is that hundreds of high schools across North America teach
The Great Gatsby due to its placement and representation of the time in which it was written.
This masterpiece has been created into two films, one in 1974 and a remake in 2013. In the
beginning of the books publication the book did not get the greatest reviews. In fact there was
an article called “Fitzgerald's Latest A Dud” by the New York World.
The narrator, Nick Carraway, is from the midwest and takes the reader back in time
to 1922, New York hoping to live the “American Dream.” Jay Gatsby is the title character and
the protagonist in the novel, he lives in a mansion in the West Egg of the Long Island Sound
and is neighbors with Nick Carraway. Daisy Buchanan is Nick Carraway’s cousin, Daisy is
the woman that Gatsby is in love with and she promised to wait for Gatsby, they were at one The Book cover of The Great Gatsby First published
in 1925, Author F. Scott Fitzgerald.
point in love with each other but couldn’t get married because Gatsby was too poor. Tom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Buchanan, Daisy's husband, lives in East Egg of Long Island with Daisy, Tom went to Yale
The_Great_Gatsby#/media/
with Nick Carraway and comes from a socially solid family. Jordan Baker is Daisy’s friend.
File:TheGreatGatsby_1925jacket.jpeg
Jordan is a professional women’s golf player and is somewhat romantically involved with
Nick Carraway. Myrtle Wilson is Tom’s lover and she lives in the Valley of Ashes. George
Wilson is Myrtle’s husband. George owns a run-down auto shop in the Valley of Ashes. George loves Myrtle and is devastated when he finds
out about her affair, he does not know it is Tom, but is consumed with grief and kills the man that he believes has something to do with it-Gatsby. There are other characters throughout the novel but they are only minor compared to the ones listed.
The story starts out with Nick Carraway moving into his house on the West Egg, he planned on being a writer but because of the
time he moved into becoming a bond salesman. At the end of chapter one perhaps the most memorable uses of symbolism is used, the green
light. On page 33 Nick Carraway states to the reader “...he stretched out his arm toward the dark water in a curious way, and far as I was from
him I could have sworn he was trembling. Involuntarily I glanced seaward--and distinguished nothing except a single green light, minute and
far away, that might have been the end of a dock.” Nick Carraway is talking about Jay Gatsby during his observation, later in the book the
reader finds out that this green light is in the front of Daisy Buchanan's dock. As Gatsby reaches out his hand, he is reaching for his hopes and
dreams for his future, and in his mind his future is being with Daisy. Throughout the story the green light is mentioned in other sections of the
story, the last time it was mentioned was on the last page of the book “Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgastic future that year by year
recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter--tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms further.” According to enotes Nick
Carraway’s tone in this quote can be said as optimistic. The metaphor is the comparison of the future and the fulfillment of one’s personal
goals to the green light on Daisy’s dock. Other uses of symbolism that are not as popular as the green light are the Valley of Ashes and the
billboard of the eyes of Doctor T.J. Eckleburg.
Tori Risucci read the book for her 12th grade English class with Mr. Snizek. She enjoyed reading the book due to its mystery and
drama. Tori’s favorite character in the book was Jay Gatsby because of his charming and mysterious personality. At one point in the book Nick
Carraway was invited to Gatsby’s party. At this party he finds out that he is the only person to receive an invitation. This part of the book also
happens to be Ms. Risucci’s favorite part.
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Creative Writing
Silence
By Noah Love

Pointing. Up to the sky. To the sun. To
the stars.

This overwhelming loneliness will feel
endless, but….

How many times had the sun crossed the
sky now? It felt like the same day.

I was in the library when it happened. I
could hear it clearly, even in the quiet
library the silence overwhelmed me.

Day in, day out. Satisfy the others with
my presence, and then lie in the same
crease that I had created in my mattress
for so many years, until I fall asleep.

A blank, absence of sound that pierced
my heart. I had been unaware of all the
minute noises until they were gone.
The creaking of chairs as people shifted
in their seats.
The small, aggressive punches against
keyboards.
Every inhale.
Exhale.
Inhale.
Exhale.
I could feel their presence, but I could not
hear them. I no longer knew the chirps of
the birds outside my window. I felt them,
but I did not hear them. Conscious but
trapped in a hollow shell.
Their mouths all moved the same way. I
couldn’t tell you exactly what they were
saying, other than that they were
continuously repeating themselves. Every
character you approach giving you the
same vague answer to a question you
keep proposing whether or not they know
more or less than the last person you
asked.

I see them there. All of them. On the
beach. Skipping rocks. Feeling the sand,
floating in the breeze. Knee deep in the
water as the waves crash against their
calves.
I speak but no sound comes out. I walk
towards them but never reach them. Just
a little further, than a mile away. I throw
sand at them, try desperately to get their
attention, but they never notice me. When
I finally crash to the ground exhausted,
the waves come up and swallow me in
their cold embrace.
I’m back in that crease before I drown,
unsure which outcome I’d prefer. Being
snapped awake, for them to save me or
for the water to fill my lungs and my
body to fall onto the ocean floor, forever
lost.
Belle sits next to me in my bed. She says
nothing to me. Just sits there with her
arm around me, my head on her shoulder.
The ocean from my dreams comes
flowing out. It’s no longer silent.

There’s no longer a void between me and
them that sucks in whatever they say to
me. They reach me now.
Popcorn and our favorite movie.
Laughter. I missed it. Me and all of them,
everyone else who felt that same earth
shattering silence.
I can now reach the people on the beach.
Hug them. I tell them I love them. They
repeat the sentiment before I wake up.
The silence is gone. The sun has risen.
Your voice is heard.
Goodbye is the hardest word in the world
to reach. But I found it.
Goodbye
Goodbye
Goodbye.
It’s temporary right? The silence.
Goodbye. It all fades away.
Finally, I walked back to the library and
sat back down in my seat. I opened to the
page I had marked, and continued down
the paragraph I had never finished.
….when it all comes to a head, you’ll find
peace, together, in the strangest of ways.

She cradles me for a while before she
reaches out to stroke my head.
“I’m here.”
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SPARTAN NATION
Collage by: Keelin Paquette
Photos submitted by: Emma Moger, Ashley Belmont, Louisa Pandolfo, Jesse
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O’Toole
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